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Abstract 
Digital innovations are about to overtake the supply chain systems and revolutionize the way of producing                

products. With the use of technology in the value chain a sustainable development can be generated and                 

developed. The usage of digital tools for manufacturing can minimize waste and further develop sustained               

processing. 3D printing is a technology that produces products by adding layer by layer of material. The additive                  

manufacturing process theoretically produces no waste and aims for a sustainable and efficient processing. The               

textile and sportswear industry adopted this process for high fashion or functional performance products.              

Especially in the sportswear sector the process shows great potential. Brands like Adidas, Nike and               

Underarmour adopted the process in order to create midsoles for performance shoes. This research aims to                

identify the potential of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear industry. The purpose of this research is to                   

explore the advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing within the textile industry and sportswear value chain,                

to survey where are potential solutions to reduce waste. The qualitative research consists of a theoretical and                 

empirical part. The study begins with a systematic literature review that presents the state of the art of 3D                   

printing in the textile and sportswear industry. In order to add empirical data, interviews with five experts from                  

academia and industry have been conducted. The experts work with 3D printing and three of them with 3D                  

printing and textiles. The case study methodology was chosen in order to compare a small number of cases and                   

their approaches. In order to answer the research questions, the empirical data was thematically analyzed and                

one overarching theme and seven sub themes emerged. The sub themes were compared to the effects and                 

challenges of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear value chain that emerged from the literature review. The                  

findings show that there are several advantages as design freedom and customization and disadvantages as slow                

production speed and costs. 3D printing is mostly used as an additional process when implementing the process                 

in the textile and sportswear value chain.  
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1. Introduction 

 

100 million metric tonnes of textile fibres are being manufactured every year. This extent is               

mainly derived from textile products from the production stages. (Larsson 2018) From that             

amount about 15 million metric tonnes of used waste is only generated in the United States.                

This amount has been doubled over the last 20 years (LeBlanc 2018). The environmental              

impact that this overproduction entails is to be predicted to arise in the next decades.               

According to LeBlanc (2018) the average person buys 60 percent more items every year and               

keeps them for as half as long as 15 years ago. The consumer behaviour has changed,                

therefore the whole textile industry produces more than ever and more waste is going to be                

produced. Waste occurs not only through old fabrics, but also in the early production stages               

as well as in the later stages of the textile value chain. It can be defined through the following                   

aspects: unnecessary overproduction of samples, left overs from fabric cutting and waste            

produced by unsold items (Cooper 2018). 

Due to the production of waste in the design and manufacturing process as well as the later                 

stages of the value chain, the textile industry has to come up with new solutions. Digital                

innovations are about to overtake the supply chain systems and revolutionize the way of              

producing products (Larsson 2018). Digital innovations have been found all over the textile             

industry in the last decade. Digital innovations within the textile industry are augmented             

reality, digital printing, 3D-virtual fitting, automated cutting and 3D printing (Larsson 2018).            

New ways of technology show how simple it could be to produce a product without any                

waste. For example a 3D printed fashion shoe is only produced by the printers ink               

(Robersen 2017). Additional manufacturing that cause left overs from cutting fabrics are not             

necessary. The perspective of innovation for a sustainable development shows how           

technology can be integrated in the supply chain (Larsson 2018). With the use of technology               

in the value chain, a sustainable development can be generated and developed. The usage              

of digital tools for manufacturing can minimize waste and further develop sustained            

processing. 
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Fig. 1: 3D printing in the media 

In Fig. 1 headlines are presented that show the presence of the process of 3D printing in the                  

media. Additive manufacturing or also known as 3D printing, direct digital manufacturing            

(DDM) or free form fabrication is a digital innovation is a process of adding layer by layer and                  

not producing any waste (Unruh 2018, Campbell et. al 2011, Sun & Zhao 2017). As the                

headlines in Fig. 1 show, 3D printing has the potential to revolutionize the textile industry.               

The digital innovation of 3D printing has gained some attention since the production of              

prototypes and actual products was possible. From all the other different digital innovations             

such as augmented reality, digital printing, 3D-virtual fitting or automated cutting, 3D printing             

shows high potential in the textile and sportswear industry. 3D printing combines the             

technology of computer software and printing and is therefore a combination of two different              

system technologies. In order to produce a product with the 3D printing production process,              

a 3D CAD software and 3D printer is needed. First, the desired object will be designed on a                  

computer as a CAD file and will later be printed out with the use of a 3D printer (Barnatt                   

2013). 3D printing is mainly used for creating prototypes but is getting more attention in               

creating actual products (Kommers 2016). Moreover, 3D printing as a technology combines            

design and manufacturing and thereby two decisive processes of the textile and sportswear             

value chain. The technology has been chosen over other digital innovations because of its              

endless design space and its potential to create a whole new textile value chain structure               

(Lipson & Kurman 2013). 

As previously mentioned, 3D printing offers unlimited design space and therefore the            

freedom to develop any product of desire. The textile industry shows already different             

application levels for 3D printing: a whole collection created by Iris van Herpen in 2013,               

jewelry, hats, swimwear and footwear (Vanderploeg et. al 2016). Most of the application             

systems have just adopted the technology for prototypes or designer high fashion products a              

normal consumer would not buy. But in the sportswear industry the technology has already              
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been adopted for mass production. In order to mass produce it, the shoe is mostly done with                 

conventional textile production processes. Only the midsole of the shoe is 3D printed             

(3Dnatives 2019). Successful sportswear brands introduced 100.000 pair of shoes with 3D            

printed soles in 2018 and predicting to produce in millions in 2019 (3Dnatives 2019, Brown               

2016, EOS 2017). Sportswear brands have been using this technology in order to develop a               

high-quality cross-training shoe for athletes (EOS 2017). The sportswear industry benefits           

from the technology of 3D printing insofar that it causes the improvement of athlete              

performance. For example, sports shoes or especially the midsole can be produced            

customized. Therefore the engineer has the possibility to create the sole perfectly “tailored”             

for the individual athlete (Nike 2014). Precise design controlling technologies or innovations            

are very critical to the sportswear industry.  

The technology shows a more sustainable way of producing products with not producing             

waste. The no waste production is not the only advantage this new innovative production              

process entails. 3D printing will not only support sustainable production, moreover it can             

reduce transportation and inventory cost and boosts the customization of personal products            

(Ford & Despeisse 2016). However, the technology also entails several disadvantages. For            

example, the technology has a slow production speed and is usually not made for mass               

production (Sun & Zhao 2017). In comparison to conventional manufacturing, the costs for             

materials are higher. Moreover, the technology is not yet finished developed to replace it              

with conventional manufacturing. As already mentioned above, only parts of mass produced            

products are 3D printed, not the whole product itself. That shows, that the technology is still                

in its initial development for mass production. 

Since 3D printing is a new innovation for the textile and sportswear industry and there can                

not found a lot of research about, this report is going to undertake a research about 3D                 

printing in the textile and sportswear industry. The report is structured into the following              

parts. First the process of 3D printing and development of the process will be pictured. After                

that the situation of today within 3D printing will be presented throughout a systematic              

literature review. In the following the methodology will be demonstrated. The empirical part             

of this research consists of interviews with experts in the field of 3D printing both from                

industry and academia. Afterwards the interview results will be presented, analysed and            

discussed.  

The research gives an insight in the potential of the process of 3D printing for the textile                 

industry. It contributes to research as well as industry in the form of developing a foundation                
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about the sustainable perspective of 3D printing. The research picks up problem around             

waste in the textile industry and further develops an initial solution to contradict this issue.  

1.2. Problem Statement 

3D printing is rarely studied as an implemented process in the sportswear value chain. This               

field is kindly narrow. In order to find literature and information about it, the textile industry in                 

relation to 3D printing will be considered as well. The sportswear value chain can be seen as                 

part of the textile value chain because it has a similar structure. However, sportswear has               

grown in the last couple of years and more and more people are interested in health, fitness                 

and wellness (Gordon & Homma 2017). Sportswear brands have nowadays a focus on             

direct-to-consumer business, that means the shift from high inventory of sporting goods to             

special product placements and limited-edition styles (Gordon & Homma 2017). For this            

reason, sportswear brands implement new technologies as for example 3D printing.           

Sportswear will grow in the next years, as Gordon & Homma (2017) predict it to increase by                 

a compound annual value growth of 4% at constant 2016 prices over the next five years.                

Thus, the sector will face new challenges in forms of marketing, production and structure of               

the value chain. Especially within the early stages of the value chain as for example design                

and manufacturing, textile companies face challenges as for example the production of            

waste. Waste occurs in the form of unnecessary overproduction of samples, left overs from              

fabric cutting and waste produced by unsold items (Cooper 2018). The production of waste              

cause an issue that has to be addressed by the textile and sportswear industry. The impact                

that the clothing industry has on the environment results in mostly in growing landfills. Mostly               

the volume of clothing being produced which is driven by consumption habits is featured as               

the main issue. (Schipani 2019) 

Digital innovations can help to minimize the production of waste in the early production              

stages. In particular, the technology of 3D printing is able to affect positively the problem               

around the production of waste. Since 3D printing is a technology which is nowadays been               

used for prototyping and few selected products, the issue of overconsumption can be             

reduced (Lipson & Kurman 2013). Simultaneously, the process is a no waste production             

without using water and it could bring the production closer to the consumer (Dagirmanjian              

n.d., Sun & Zhao 2017). With focussing on the advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing               

for the textile and sportswear value chain, the potential of 3D printing will be underlined and                

the process can be analysed in regards of developing sustainable processing.  
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1.3. Purpose and Research Questions 

The purpose of this study is to explore the advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing               

within the textile and sportswear industry, to survey where are potential solutions to reduce              

waste in the textile value chain.  

Hence, the research questions constituting the thesis are the following: 

Argue 1 : What are the advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing for the textile              

and sportswear value chain? 

Argue 2 : How can the process of 3D printing be implemented in the textile and               

sportswear value chain in order to reduce waste in forms of unnecessary            

overproduction of samples, left overs from fabric cutting and waste produced by            

unsold items? 

1.4. Delimitations 

The study does not include a detailed explanation of the different 3D printing processes yet               

gives a short explanation about 3D printing and its development. There are several different              

processes used within 3D printing. The different processes that exists for 3D printing are not               

all used within the textile and sportswear industry. However, it will be discussed what kind of                

processes of 3D printing are used for the production of the midsole of sports shoes.               

Moreover, this study is limited to the textile and sportswear sector. 3D printing is successfully               

used in other industries as the medical industry or in the aerospace. This study exclude               

research in different industries. 

2. What is 3D printing? 

Additive manufacturing or also known as 3D printing, direct digital manufacturing (DDM) or             

free form fabrication is a digital innovation with the process of adding layer by layer and not                 

producing any waste (Unruh 2018, Campbell et. al 2011, Sun & Zhao 2017). It is an                

automated fabrication process and works with two different subprocesses: the physical           

making of each single layer and the fusing together of subsequent layers to form the item.                

The range of material being used for this process goes from foundry sand, acrylic resin,               

starch powder, metals to epoxy resin. (Gebhardt et. al 2016).  
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The conventional product development process consists of the following steps: 1.           

Conception, Idea planning; 2. Development/preparation; 3. Development of means of          

production; 4. Manufacturing of means of production; 5. Manufacturing/production (Gebhardt          

et. al 2016). The phases of the 3D printing process are compared to the conventional               

product development quite simple: 1. Concept modeling; 2. Function at prototyping; 3. Direct             

manufacturing (Gebhardt et. al 2016). As Gebhardt et. al (2016) describe both product             

development processes, 3D printing for textile production shows a more simple way of             

creating products. This means reduced steps in the textile value chain. The process is              

pictured in the Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2: 3D printing process (Mackay 2015) 

3D printing is a form of creating prototypes and actual products. There are several              

techniques used. There are three different 3D printing techniques commonly used. The first             

technique of 3D printing is the stereolithography. The objects are build from a liquid, similar               

to 2D printing. The light source is used to harden the liquid material. The used material is                 

mostly resin. (3Dhubs 2019) The stereolithography is the oldest 3D printing method. The             

second one is Selective Laser Melting/Selective Laser Sintering (SLM/SLS). It is a form of              

lasering powder material. An electronic beam or laser that melts or sinters a thin layer of                

powdery material. Materials used for this process are metals, polymers and ceramics in the              

form of powder. (Radi et. al 2016) The third technique of 3D printing is fused deposition                

modeling (FDM). The starting material of this process is a filament. The process is an               
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extrusion method and works with a melted filament. The melted filament is formed into the               

desired CAD designed product. (Sun & Zhao 2017, 3Dhubs 2019)  

2.1 Development of 3D printing 

3D printing was first introduced with the term of rapid prototyping in the late 1980s (Gebhardt                

et. al 2016). The innovation had its birth in 1984 and was a part of the third industrial                  

revolution and was introduced with the process of stereolithography, patented by Charles W.             

Hall (Barnatt 2013, Vanderploeg 2016). In the 80s, 90s and 00s the technology around 3D               

printing arose in different R&D departments of different firms (e.g. 3D systems, zCorp,             

Stratasys and Objet Geometries, Laplume 2016). Laplume (2016) also stated that in 2004 in              

the UK was launched an open-source 3D printer project called RepRap (self-replicating rapid             

prototyper). The process the printer was working with is called fused-filament fabrication            

(FDM). It was not only the goal to print but moreover to replicate itself. FDM is one of the 3D                    

print processes that is used to create fashion products. FDM was first introduced in 1991 as                

non-SL (stereolithography) process from Stratasys (Vanderploeg 2016). In 1996 the first low            

cost 3D printer was introduced (Vanderploeg 2016). It can be concluded that the first step for                

mass production with 3D printing was made in 2004. In January 2012, the first consumer 3D                

printer was released in Los Angeles and cost 1060 Euros (Barnatt 2013). 2013 was              

generally spoken a year of change for the process of 3D printing. In 2013 the current                

President of the United States stated 3D Printing has the “potential to revolutionize how we               

make almost everything.” (Barnatt 2013) The fashion designer Francis Bitonti introduced a            

3D printed dress at the New York Fashion Week in 2013 that he created for Dita von Teese.                  

He collaborated with the designer Michael Schmidt Studios and the 3D manufacturer            

Stratasys (Vanderploeg 2016). Before 2013 only 70.000 low-cost 3D printers were sold, in             

the year of 2013 were it already 145.000 units (Laplume 2016). So in just a year the amount                  

of sold printers has more than doubled. End of 2018 one of the leading sportswear brands                

introduced 100.000 pairs of their latest innovation of partly 3D printed shoes (3Dnatives             

2019). Sportswear brands are aiming to produce in million numbers in 2019. In 2018 the               

footwear industry got a total over 93 billion Euros globally (3Dnatives 2019). According to              

Sun & Zhao (2018) 3D Printing is highlighted as the next industrial revolution and has great                

potential to disrupt the textile industry. It took over 30 years to get this process more public                 

and knowable in the industry. Nordmark (2015) predicts that 10 percent of all consumer              

products will be made using 3D printing processes by 2025. 
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The process was especially used in order to produce prototypes for several areas (Wang et.               

al 2017). Areas as parts of automobiles, fashion accessories and medical parts. Nowadays             

the process has been explored within the textile industry in accessory, footwear and fashion              

(Sun & Zhao 2017). Since the beginning of 3D printing, the process has two application               

levels: rapid prototyping and rapid manufacturing (Gebhardt et. al 2016). Rapid prototyping            

is the process of making prototypes, samples and models. Rapid manufacturing is the             

process of making final parts and products. The price of a 3D printer that produces final                

products with materials as plastic, metal and ceramic is around 130.000 to 800.000 Euros. A               

simple 3D printer that produces only prototypes out of plastic costs 500 to 4000 Euros               

(Gebhardt et. al 2016). Generally spoken, the 3D printing market has been focused on              

prototypes and customization, not mass manufacturing (Brown 2016, 3Dnatives 2019).          

Nowadays society shows that digital technologies become an integration in today’s fashion            

industry and global trade (Sun & Zhao 2018). With this development it is possible that items                

can be 3D printed a normal consumer would not even think of. The trend goes to food,                 

fashion and accessory pieces. Nowadays 3D printing is applied in production: 24,5% for             

prototyping, 16,1% for product development, 11,1% in innovation (items which can not            

produced with conventional methods), 8% customized products and the rest others (Schwab            

2017).  

 

3. 3D printing in the textile and sportswear industry: the          

situation of today 

The topic around 3D printing is due the rapid change of the general digital world an area with                  

a lot of development in the last four decades. This scientific research is limited to the textile                 

industry, focusing on the sportswear industry. In order to better understand the following             

parts, it is crucial to outline the general structure of the textile value chain. Afterwards it will                 

described how 3D printing works within the textile and sportswear value chain. This is              

pictured in chapter 3.1. In chapter 3.2. it will presented how the virtualization of 3D objects is                 

possible and what kind of software programs are commonly used. In chapter 3.3., the              

advantages or the potential of 3D printing for the textile value chain will be pictured. In                

connection with that, in chapter 3.4. the challenges of 3D printing for the textile value chain                

structure will be outlined. The last part will guide the reader through the applications of 3D                

printing. 
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3.1. 3D printing within the textile and sportswear value chain 

The general textile value chain consists of different steps. In Fig. 3 are the main steps of the                  

textile value chain shown. The whole process starts at the retailer who generates the              

following steps before the final product reaches the customer: distribution, production &            

quality assurance, sourcing, pre-production processes, marketing, style selection, design         

and research. Moreover, the life after the use is part of the circular economy. The product is                 

either repaired and gets back to the customer or is waste. 

A concept around the product that is desired to be produced is created by the product                

developer and designer in the design process. In the next step, the different suppliers              

needed for the production process, will be asked to send first samples. If the samples are                

satisfying, the process continues and the manufacturers can start to mass produce. The             

distribution office has the responsibility to allocate the produced products to the retail stores.              

The end-consumer has the opportunity to buy the item in store. In the traditional value chain                

system (as pictured in Fig. 3) the role for each partner of the value chain is separated and                  

everybody has its own product and customer. The traditional value chain consists of makers,              

designers and users. (Sun & Zhao 2018) The yarn, fibre and fabric production represents the               

makers, the apparel production includes the designers and retail and consumption           

represents the users. 

  

Fig. 3: Textile Value Chain Management (hb 2019) 

The traditional value chain does not respond quickly to the requirements of the market              

demand and product variety (Sun & Zhao 2018). The value chain structure of a value chain                

where 3D printing as a manufacturing process is implemented shows different results. But             
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the application level of 3D printing is simple: Concept modeling, function at prototyping,             

direct manufacturing (Gebhardt et. al 2016). Overall, digital technologies as additive           

manufacturing, robotics, artificial intelligence, radio frequency identification, the virtual         

dressing room, e-commerce, social media and other create new spaces in the textile             

industry (Sun & Zhao 2018). A value chain where 3D printing is integrated, automatically              

shows reduced steps and therefore a more distributed, decentralized production          

(Vanderploeg 2016). According to Kommers (2016) 3D printing has three effects on the             

value chain: shortens the supply chain, moves manufacturing closer to the consumer and             

there is no need of inventory.  

The value chain of the leading sportswear brands does not relatively differ from the common               

textile value chain structure. However, the value chain includes around nine different tiers: 1.              

Design in Headquarters; 2. Raw material production; 3. Material Manufacturing; 4. Material            

Finishing; 5. Finished Goods Manufacturing; 6. Logistics; 7. Retail; 8. Consumer Use; 9. End              

of Life. That is even more than the value chain of most other different industries. (Purpose                

Nike 2019) Sportswear companies, as Nike and Adidas, try also to include the process of               

recycling & reprocessing in the beginning of their value chain. Adidas and Reebok are              

ranked as one of the most transparent clothing brands in 2019 (Fashion Transparency Index              

2019). They led the consumer know with what kind of supplier they work together and reveal                

the biggest environmental impacts across their value chain. (Purpose Nike 2019, Adidas            

2019) 

Schoffer (2016) states that “3D printing has the potential to create a whole new powerful               

product category, to eliminate the need for complex supply chains and excessive waste             

while decentralizing production, wealth and knowledge”. 3D printing opens up new           

opportunities when it comes to the product range in textiles. Moreover, it cuts down long and                

confusing supply chains into short clear structured ones. The process of 3D printing brings              

production closer to the consumer (Schoffer 2016, Sun & Zhao 2017). In connection with              

that the technology offers an on-demand production (Sun & Zhao 2017). With reducing steps              

of the value chain and bringing back production closer to the consumer, companies are able               

to only produce what has been ordered.  

3.2. Virtualization of 3D objects 

The virtualization of objects is one big part of the process of 3D printing. First the object has                  

to be created virtually. In this chapter, the virtual design process will be discussed.  
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The 3D CAD modeling is a virtual program to design the desired product. In connection with                

that is the technology around 3D scanning. “The virtual dressing room” allows companies             

who work with 3D printing to scan a full object or body and transfer it into a size format. This                    

approach excludes various fitting sessions using real life models. Moreover, mass           

customization can be implemented with the mentioned technologies. (Sun & Zhao 2017) 3D             

printing has the advantage that only the 3D data file and the raw material for printing is                 

needed (Vanderploeg 2016, Nyman et. al 2014). For this reason communicating with            

suppliers and the procurement of different raw materials become no longer necessary. It             

also opens up new opportunities within the textile value chain, i.e. new platforms can be               

build around the exchange of the CAD files via online platforms (Kommers 2016). According              

to Vanderploeg (2016) the sportswear brand Nike was able to limit the development of              

prototyping and the final production from two to three years to six months.  

3.3. Advantages of 3D printing for the textile industry 

According to Sun & Zhao (2018) technology has become the key driver of the fashion supply                

chain transformation. The potential of 3D printing has different effects on the following parts:              

design and product development; sourcing and manufacturing; retail, distribution and          

consumer and last but not least sustainability. The four different aspects give an insight on               

the potential of 3D printing in the textile industry.  

3.3.1. Effects on design and product development 

The process of design and product development within the textile value chain is the creative               

part and is the birth of the product. Implementing 3D printing in this process has several                

effects and therefore advantages. It gives the designer freedom (Schwab 2017, Lipson &             

Kurman 2013). Moreover, the designer has several possibilities: Unlimited design in 3D            

modeling and therefore the creation of infinite shape of materials and the precision of              

physical replication (Lipson & Kurman 2013). For the textile value chain means it that              

products are getting more creative and are build with a lot of variety.  

3D Printing is closely connected with 3D CAD file modeling and 3D scanning. These              

technologies open up new home businesses. That means that manufacturing at a small             

scale can be made more flexible. This approach leads to the fact that more independent               

start-ups will be created and new job opportunities will be on the market. (Sun & Zhao 2018)  
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The innovative value chain structure when implementing 3D printing also offers on-demand            

production (Schoffer 2016, Sun & Zhao 2017). The on-demand production realizes the            

customization of products. Customization means that consumers can get an individual           

designed product “freshly” produced for themselves. Through on-demand production and          

customization it is possible that consumers are part of the design process. The consumer is               

able to design their own product and produce it directly. The designer has also the               

opportunity to collaborate with the consumer. In connection with that the pace of the whole               

design process can be accelerated because designer and consumer are closely connected            

(Barnatt 2013, Vanderploeg et. al 2016). 

3.3.2. Effects on sourcing and manufacturing 

Leading sportswear or/and fashion brands have shifted their production to low cost labour             

countries, i.e. China (Adidas 2019). However, traditional manufacturing is made for mass            

production and the sale of non-customized products. 3D printing has the following effects on              

sourcing and manufacturing. 3D printing makes economically low volume production, fast           

prototyping and the decentralization and distribution of manufacturing possible (Schwab          

2017). Especially for small batches and limited series production 3D printing is suitable             

(3Dnatives 2019). Prototypes can easily be produced with 3D printing.  

The technology also helps to generate reshoring of manufacturing (Schwab 2017). Since            

many - especially fast fashion - retailers shifted their production to low cost labour countries,               

3D printing as a production process creates the opportunity to reshore. The production is              

closer to the consumer and unnecessary transportation costs are saved. Moreover the            

technology helps to decrease the complexity of value chain networks (Sun & Zhao 2018).              

This statement also advocates the development towards reshoring of manufacturing. Global           

value chains for sports shoes show that the production has moved away from the              

end-consumer (Laplume 2016). That means for the technology of 3D printing that it brings              

back production to the country of origin. Offshoring became a trend for fast fashion retailers               

who wanted to produce in low cost countries (Laplume 2016). 3D printing leads to              

nearshoring of manufacturing (Kommers 2016). When the production is brought back to the             

country where the company sells their products this causes a reduction in the steps of the                

value chain. The less steps are within the value chain, the shorter is the production lead                

time. The implementation of 3D printing technology almost leads to zero lead time in the               

supply chain (Sun & Zhao 2018, Lipson & Kurman 2013, Vanderploeg et. al 2016). 3D               

printing has the capabilities to boost the production of prototyping, production efficiency and             

product customization (Sun & Zhao 2018). Furthermore it reduces “material-supply risks and            
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inventory costs through a decentralized production process and thus provides a potential            

solution to fashion supply chain management challenges” (D’Aveni 2018). 

Generally spoken, digital innovations - not only 3D printing - improve the agile             

communication of a value chain. Agile communication of value chain means that the             

communication moves quickly and easy through a value chain. They offer an increase of              

direct labour, local resources and sourcing strategies (Sun & Zhao 2018). Direct labour             

describes the opportunity for workers to independently and interactively work with the            

consumer. The creativity when using 3D printing in a value chain structure is freedom.              

Schoffer (2016) states that the technology improves local production, no stock, no shipping             

and no waste. Local production is promoted through the process of 3D printing and the               

entailed destination of producing close to the consumer. No stock is build because the              

production is on-demand and raw materials are limited to the printing material. Waste is not               

being produced because the printer is only producing what is needed. Simultaneously,            

Sisson & Thompsen (2012) and also Vanderploeg et. al (2016) mention that no large              

warehouses are needed in order to store traditional machinery and products when 3D             

printing is being used. Therefore there is also no cost of inventory management             

accumulated. According to Laplume (2016) 3D printing offers the advantage of printing the             

whole product, for this reason no need of intermediate goods is necessary. 

3.3.3. Effects on retail, distribution and consumer 

The technology of 3D printing offers the advantage to serve the consumer with on-demand              

production. Items can be created perfectly fit to size that means they are mass customized               

(Hanson 2018). Basically in sportswear - especially the shoe industry - mass customization             

is a well known technique. According to 3Dnatives (2019) 3D printing is used for prototyping               

in order to show the customer a prototype model before they spend money on the shoe. This                 

technique is used in upcoming retail stores and is time and cost effective. The technology               

also has the potential to reshape the global fashion supply chain by changing the geographic               

span and density. (Sun & Zhao 2018) Without additional manufacturing cost of using several              

suppliers, 3D printing is creating product variety. Consumers can participate from home or in              

the stores in the design process. Also, shipping costs will be reduced due to on-site               

production. (Sun & Zhao 2017)  

The software development company Autodesk predicts that in a decade half of the normal              

household will own a 3D printer. 3D technology brings back production closer to the              

end-consumer. The end-consumer will be curious about future developments and will visit            
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retail shops in order to further try out more developed machines than in their households.               

This means on-demand production for retailers. This approach changes the whole supply            

chain to a much shorter and more efficient one. (Nordmark 2015) 

3.3.4. Effects on sustainability 

In general the textile supply chain aims to be more circular and interactive with emerging               

digital innovations (Sun & Zhao 2018). 3D printed clothing is ready to wear and therefore no                

waste is being produced (Dagirmanjian (no date), Sun & Zhao 2017). The 3D printer only               

uses the material the printed object requires. Therefore 3D printing helps to decrease the              

need for materials, transport, packaging, fuel, natural resources and time. Saving all of those              

resources with the use of 3D printing promotes sustainable processing. 

Moreover the whole transportation is due to the fact that the production can be placed close                

to the consumer being reduced and waste gas can be limited (Dagirmanjian (no date)). Due               

to the decrease of transportation, the carbon footprint is being reduced and an immense              

percentage of potential inputs such as energy is saved (Lipson & Kurman 2013). 

When the material PLA (polylactic acid) is used for the printer, the print is more sustainable                

because this material is sourced from corn and reusable materials (Dagirmanjian (no date)).             

Moreover, 3D printing is capable of using recycling polyethylene-based material which is            

through its recycled base more sustainable. When using powder-based printers, 50% of the             

material can be recycled. 3D printing can also reduce energy consumption by 50%             

compared to conventional manufacturing (Sun & Zhao 2018). A global reduction in cost of               

$170 to a total of $593 billion and a 5% reduction in energy and CO2 emissions of industrial                  

manufacturing can be predicted by 2025 through implementing digital innovations -           

especially 3D printing (Sun & Zhao 2018). A form of solar sintering (3D print technique)                

uses energy from concentrated sunlight. This technique contributes to a sustainable           

production process. When implementing 3D printing as a production process in the textile             

value chain, the process would lead to a development of a new recycling system for fashion                

and non-fashion (Sun & Zhao 2018). Through dematerialisation and reducing energy           

consumption during the process of 3D printing, material and energy efficiency can be             

achieved.  
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3.4. Challenges of 3D printing for the textile industry 

Previously the advantages of 3D printing for the textile industry have been pictured. In the               

next subchapter the challenges of 3D printing for the textile industry will be discussed. The               

chapter is structured into three different subchapters.  

3.4.1. Challenge for design and product development 

The main challenge for design and product development lies basically in education. There is              

a need for guides and education programmes on design for 3D printing. In connection with               

that there is a lack of appropriate skills of 3D designers for fashion products. (Schwab 2017)                

Most designers in fashion have never been working with 3D modeling softwares and the              

conventional training mostly does not include the learning of 3D softwares (Sun & Zhao              

2017). In order to create a 3D printed object, the object has to be virtually produced. For this                  

process special software programs are needed. Future talents are needed who are familiar             

with the systems around 3D CAD modeling, rendering, simulation programs, such as            

rhinoceros and 3D studio max (Vanderploeg 2016). Moreover the following need to be more              

explored: material knowledge adoption, post-finishing processes, material maintenance        

methods. The current 3D CAD modeling systems that are solidworks, 3D studio max, google              

sketchup and rhino are based on x-y-z coordinate system and were fundamentally not             

developed to serve fashion designers (Sun & Zhao 2017). In order to implement 3D printing               

as a process in design and product development, the product life cycle analysis and              

material’s recycling capability has to be considered (Sun & Zhao 2017). 

3.4.2. Challenge for sourcing and manufacturing 

As previously mentioned, 3D printing has several advantages for sourcing and           

manufacturing, for example the technology improves local production, no stock, no shipping            

and no waste (Schoffer 2016). However, the technology entails challenges for this area of              

the value chain. 3D printing is known to have a slow production speed. The technology is not                 

yet developed to serve mass production. Moreover there are still higher costs than traditional              

manufacturing, especially for the material (Schwab 2017). Also the quality is a challenge,             

especially that the layers on a printed object are mostly always visible. Due to the elimination                

of connective goods, goods-related agreements would be replaced by service-related          

agreements. This means in general a challenge for the shift of general economic             

agreements. Strategy wise, new systems for managing long-term risks will be needed. The             
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whole supply chain structure needs to be reconfigured because the 3D printing integrated             

supply chain is totally different to a conventional supply chain. (Sun & Zhao 2017) 

3.4.3. Challenge for retail, distribution and consumer 

There is a need for support systems, especially in store when the consumer wants to try out                 

3D printing as a new technology. 3D printing can also be seen as a challenge for retail when                  

it comes to a point that it is seen rather as a complement than a replacement for mass                  

production (Sun & Zhao 2017). Nowadays development shows that 3D printing is not yet              

developed to serve huge batches of production. The issue of intellectual property protection             

and ethics can be a challenge when the consumer is part of the design process. Everyone,                

also completely strangers and unfamiliar people are in charge of the process and print and               

produce products. To conclude, retailers are limited with effective approaches in           

understanding consumer needs. This topic has not been explored yet and would open the              

question if consumers would consider mass customization with 3D printing and even pay a              

much higher price compared to a regular product. Fashion businesses need to develop deep              

knowledge of consumer purchases. (Sun & Zhao 2017) 

 

In the previous chapter, the disadvantages of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear              

industry has been pictured. In the following, the applications for 3D printing in the textile and                

sportswear industry will be presented.  

 

3.5. Applications for 3D printing in the textile and sportswear industry 

 

Applications for 3D printing in the textile and sportswear industry are still mostly focused on               

prototypes not mass manufacturing (Brown 2016). Even though there are some interesting            

developments. Different sportswear brands used the technique of 3D printing to develop a             

shoe especially for weightlifting and CrossFit training (EOS 2017). Usually it is impossible to              

use the same shoe for both sports because the requirements for the sportsshoes are              

different. Using 3D printing to create a stable sole, was innovative and the new developed               

shoe can be used for both. It was especially innovative in that sense because two different                

sports can be performed in one shoe.  

Iris van Herpen, the first designer using 3D printing for a whole collection in 2013, looking                

into possibilities outside of prototyping. The designer create exquisite collections combining           

3D printing and conventional textile processes (3Dnatives 2019).  
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The leading sportswear brand Adidas recently developed a sneaker called Alphaedge 4D.            

The sneaker is created through using traditional manufacturing and 3D printing (3Dnatives            

2019). The upper part is knitted and sole of the shoe has been 3D printed. The sportswear                 

brand collaborated with the 3D specialist and startup Carbon in order to create the shoe. 

The sportswear brand Nike has used SLS to develop prototypes and manufacture the final              

lightweight plates that attach to their shoes called Vapour Laser Talon and Vapour High              

Agility Cleat (Vanderploeg et. al 2016). The Vapour High Agility Cleat is built for shuttle runs                

and was tested in a 40 yard dash project. The sports Football requires agility and lateral                

quickness. The shoe sole with its 3D printed studs offers a faster change in direction. The                

shapes of the studs were not able to be created with conventional manufacturing. With the               

use of the technique of 3D printing complicated parts can be produced and due to an                

on-demand production more tests can be accomplished. Nike was using the SLS            

technology. (Nike 2014) 

The sportswear brand Under Armour “is actively exploring and applying technology-driven           

approaches in commercial products and is seeking new skill sets and knowledge from             

modern industry talents” (Sun & Zhao 2018). Both Reebok and Under Armour were             

collaborating in order to create a 3D printed shoe. Under Armour contributed with its              

ArchiTec athletic shoe. Using the technology design software package from Autodesk in            

order to create the virtual product. The software is useful to enter certain parameters:              

maximum weight, required durability and how much stress it needs to resist. As well as Nike                

and Adidas, also Under Armour did not fully 3D print the whole shoe. The midsole was                

produced with the 3D printing technology. The upper part was produced with conventional             

manufacturing and consists of smooth ultrasonic seams. This shoe is made for strength             

training. (Saunders 2017) 

The designer Olivier van Herpt mixes the techniques of 3D scanning and 3D printing to               

develop materials that are unique, lightweight and have strong open structures (3Dnatives            

2019). 

Nicholas Unis launched the brand UnisBrands. The company created an own fully 3D             

printed show and uses customization. They add materials, colors, graphics based on the             

customer’s needs (3Dnatives 2019). 

The fashion brand Continuum Fashion created a 3D printed bikini out of nylon. People who               

tested the bikini recommend it because of its comfort when getting wet (Shapeways,             

Vanderpleog et. al 2016). The San Francisco based fashion brand collaborated with the 3D              

company Shapeways and also provides 3D printed shoes and jewelry (Vanderploeg et. al             

2016). The designer Gabriela Ligenza was able to create sculptures and 3D printed hats              

(Tregidden 2014). 
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The brand United Nude produced a set of 3D printed shoes. They combine conventional              

manufacturing with 3D printing. The heel is 3D printed and the upper is leather (Sher 2015).  

The Haute Couture fashion designer Catherine Wales created printed corsets, masks and            

helmets. The accessoires are printed with nylon using SLS (Vanderploeg et. al 2016). 

The company Materialise has created a lightweight material called TPU-92A-1 and can be             

specifically used for the textile and fashion industry because of its soft high elasticity              

(Vanderploeg et. al 2016). 

The online retailer Amazon has launched an online store for just 3D printed items.              

Consumers can personalize their items as wallets, toys and jewelry. Moreover not only 3D              

printing is a trend, also 4D printing is getting more attention. Materials that react and change                

in response to temperature, pressure and force in their environment. (Nordmark 2015) 

3D printing as a technology has many different application levels in the textile and              

sportswear industry. Especially within sportswear the technology is already successfully          

used for the improvement of high quality products. However, the question is what the              

potential of this process is and where the limit of its potential maybe occur.  

 

4. Methodology 

 

Previously the situation of today of 3D printing in the textile and sportswear industry was               

presented. In the following the methodology for this research study will be presented. The              

qualitative research approach will be presented, as well as how the data was collected and               

analyzed.  

4.1. Research design 

This research is based on a qualitative study and aims to explore the process of 3D printing                 

within the textile industry, with a focus on the sportswear industry. Whereby the center of               

attraction lies in how this process is able to reduce waste when implemented in a textile                

value chain structure. The sportswear value chain thereby is a part of the textile value chain                

because it generally follows the same path. The “how” within the research question naturally              

leads to a descriptive, explanatory answer. According to Zainal (2007), the case study             

research method is “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon           

within its real-life context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not             

clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of evidence are used”. With the method of the                

explanatory case study it is able to create new theory insights to the existing theory of the                 
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advantages, challenges and applications of 3D printing in the textile and sportswear industry.             

The literature review is developed through exploring insights about the process of 3D             

printing: the development, the integration of 3D printing in the value chain, the potential of               

the process, the challenges and the application levels. In this study, the process of 3D               

printing with all mentioned aspects conclude the case, where semi-structured interviews           

conducted with experts from industry and academia provide the empirical data. The results             

from an explanatory case design have both an impact on academia and industry. Managers              

and researchers both have an overview over the development of 3D printing and what is               

possible in future research for a sustainable textile value chain structure. 

 

The reasoning of this research is deductive, as the research is guided by theoretical ideas               

and the aim of study is to make a contribution to theory (Bryman & Bell 2011). According to                  

Bryman and Bell (2011), the process of deduction follows a clear linear path whereas the               

process of induction focuses on the theory as the outcome of the research. The theoretical               

part of this research guides the reader through different subchapters about 3D printing. The              

subchapters will be relevant for the empirical part. For this reason relevant aspects from the               

state of the art will be transferred into the analysis of the empirical data. In the analysis the                  

empirical data will be compared to the content of the systematic literature review. The              

deductive approach will help to analyse the data accordingly. 

4.1.1. The systematic literature review 

Responding to the two research questions argue 1 “What are the advantages and             

disadvantages of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear value chain?” and argue 2 “How               

can the process of 3D printing be implemented in the textile value chain in order to reduce                 

waste in forms of unnecessary overproduction of samples, left overs from fabric cutting and              

waste produced by unsold items?” required not only a case study methodology but also a               

systematic literature review because it shows the state of the art of 3D printing. The               

systematic literature review distinguishes itself from a traditional literature review through the            

following aspects. According to Wolf (2008) the major difference between the two is that              

systematic reviews combine research according to a specific and reproducible methodology.           

Since this research deals with mostly the exploration of a significant process, a systematic              

literature review contributes to the study in fact that it builds an organized, structured              

foundation. The information and literature for this review has been gathered from journal             

articles, books, websites and blogs. The choice of literature was derived through sources             

that deal with the process of 3D printing. The quality of the sources was ensured by making                 
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sure that the literature is updated, in English and for the journals peer-reviewed. The search               

for literature was undertaken in different databases, primarily Scopus, but also in Google             

Scholar. The online library from the University of Borås was also used. The keyword              

combinations conducted for the systematic literature review were combinations of 3D           

printing, additive manufacturing, textile value chain, applications of 3D printing and new            

innovations in textile. The truncation feature ($) was used in order to try and capture all                

relevant material by searching for words or phrases which use the same root. The boolean               

operator (AND) was used in order to combine the topic areas. (Performing a literature              

research) Table 1 displays the combinations of keyword used.  

 

Table 1: Keyword combinations 

Keyword combinations 

(3D printing) AND (textile$) 

(3D printing) AND (textile$) AND (innovation) 

(Additive manufacturing) AND (textile$) 

(Additive manufacturing) AND (textile$) AND (innovation) 

(Applications of 3D printing) AND (textile$) AND (sportswear) 

(3D printing) AND (sportswear) AND (innovation) 

 

The keywords are useful to find relevant literature. After finding several relevant sources, the              

literature was gathered in an open Word file. In order to create a systematic literature review,                

the collected information needed to be structured. The structuring was made by identifying             

the scope of the review and from there the finding of themes. Since this research is strongly                 

related to the advantages and disadvantages of the process of 3D printing in the textile value                

chain, sub themes have been created in order to develop a scope for this research. The                

systematic literature review follows the textile value chain structure. With first pointing out the              

development of 3D printing and 3D printing in the textile value chain, a foundation has been                

created for the following subchapters. The chapter about the advantages of 3D printing in              

the textile industry has been divided into subchapters that show the effects on the different               

steps of the textile value chain. This has been done in order to develop a systematic                

overview of the different advantages 3D printing entails for the textile value chain.             

Furthermore, it suggest itself to outline the challenges of 3D printing for the textile value               

chain in connection with the advantages. To only theoretically discuss the advantages of 3D              

printing would be narrow, unilateral and would not underline a holistic review.  
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4.1.2. The case study methodology 

The case study methodology is a concept used in research to compare real life situations to                

theory phenomenons and from there to develop relations between findings from the literature             

review and practice. A small sample size of organizations have been chosen in order to               

compare different cases and their approaches. According to Bryman & Bell (2011) a case              

describes a workplace or an organization. A case study can be distinguished to other              

research through its phenomenon to work with a purpose or functional part (Bryman & Bell               

2011). This study does not seek a significant theory to test in practice, it is rather a research                  

about comparing different cases and how they approach the process of 3D printing             

practically. The findings will offer an insight about how each case works with 3D printing. The                

interview partners are the instrument in order to get to know more about the different cases.                

The cases have been chosen from both academia and industry to get a wider perspective on                

the topic. Since this process is very new in the textile industry, the findings will show an                 

extract of the evolution of the process of 3D printing within the industry. According to Wolf                

(2008) research questions that start with a “how” tend to be explanatory in nature and               

require research methodologies as case studies. Case studies tend to focus on            

contemporary events and require a high degree of control over behavioural events (Wolf             

2008). 

4.2. Sample and data collection 

The sample in a case study is usually a single case or a small number of cases (Yin 2009).                   

This research has a sample of three industry experts and two academia expert. The              

empirical data was collected through a non-probability method as the interviewees were not             

selected randomly (Bryman and Bell 2011). The combination of industry and academia            

experts were chosen in order to provide a research with multiple findings of practical              

implications and to increase the external and internal validity. The data was collected             

through semi-structured, in-depth interviews with the interviewees. The interview with one of            

the academia experts and with one of the industry experts was done through a              

teleconference and the other one of the industry experts was interviewed in person. One of               

the industry and one of the academia experts handed in the response written via email. The                

interviews were conducted in an environment where the interviewee was allowed to open up              

and the interviewer was not able to intervene much. This leads to more free answer to enrich                 

the empirical data.  
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The interview questions were emailed in advance, to give the interviewees the possibility to              

prepare the answers. The average length of the interviews is 45 minutes. The interview              

guide can be found in appendix A to this research. Since the research was done in                

Germany, the interviews on the phone and in person were also conducted in German. They               

were all recorded and transcribed afterwards. The interviews were also translated in English             

for the application for this research. Since 3D printing is a process that has not yet been                 

developed in the textile and sportswear industry, it was necessary to find experts in the field                

that work with 3D printing, both from industry and academia. The German industry and              

academia in comparison to other countries is well developed in this area and offers a range                

of possibilities to grow. After transcribing the interviews, they were sent back to the              

interviewees in order to remove any misunderstandings.  

4.2.1. A profile of industry and academia experts 

In order to answer the research questions on argue 1 “What are the advantages and               

disadvantages of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear value chain?” and argue 2 “How               

can the process of 3D printing be implemented in the textile and sportswear value chain in                

order to reduce waste in forms of unnecessary overproduction of samples, left overs from              

fabric cutting and waste produced by unsold items?”, individuals from academia and industry             

with relevant knowledge, expertise and experience in the field of 3D printing were             

considered for the interviews. The experts in academia and industry represent different            

specializations and fields of work. The experts from academia and industry, their            

professional expertise and specialization are listed in the table below. 

 

Table 2: Experts from academia and industry 

Expert Academia or Industry Professional Expertise Specialization 

Participant 1 Industry Is the Quality Manager 
of a company providing 
services in the field of 
plastic development for 
3D printers. The 
company offers a 
showroom, sales and 
consultation in the area 
of 3D printing. 

Plastics 
Development 
Quality 
Management 

Participant 2 Academia PhD of chemistry and 
one of the scientific 
assistants of the 
Research Institute for 

Surface 
modification of 
textiles, digital and 
3D printing 
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Textile and Clothing at a 
German University 

technologies 

Participant 3 Industry Is a Mechanical 
Engineer and the 
Director of Technology 
Innovation at one of the 
leading sportswear 
brands 

3D printing 
technologies 

Participant 4 Academia PhD of Textile Material 
Technology in the field of 
textile material 
technology and smart 
textiles 

3D printing, digital 
inkjet printing 
technology, coating 
of conductive 
polymers on textile 
and incorporation 
of smart fibers 
during weaving of 
textiles. 

Participant 5 Industry 3D Technical Production 
Designer at one of the 
leading sportswear 
brands 

3D Design 

 
According to Meuser and Nagel (2009), identifying if someone is an expert or not in their                

professional expertise, is incumbent upon the author or the researcher. The intention for this              

research was to find experts in the area of 3D printing and textiles. Bogner and Menz (2009)                 

define an expert as someone who “[...] has technical, process and interpretative knowledge             

that refers to a specific field of action [...]”. For this research exploratory expert interviews will                

be used as the process of 3D printing within textile and sportswear is yet still a relatively                 

unknown field of research (Bogner et. al 2009). Experts from both academia and industry              

were interviewed for this research. This was not necessary but moreover an addition             

because the process of 3D printing is still more used in research than it is used in industry                  

for mass production. According to Bryman and Bell (2011) the size of sampling varies from               

situation to situation. As it concludes from this research, the sample size is quite small. This                

can entail risks for the evaluation and analysis of this study. However, data saturation was               

achieved through bringing interviews in the study continually. This shows that a lot of              

information could be gathered throughout the time. Due to the fact that participants are both               

from academia and industry widens the range of collected data. Different perspectives can             

be brought into the research.  
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4.3. Data analysis 

The initial purpose of this study is to explore the advantages and disadvantages of 3D               

printing in the textile industry, with a focus on the sportswear industry, and how to reduce                

waste in the textile value chain. The empirical data was analyzed through a thematic              

analysis, in order to find significant answers for the two research questions. Thematic             

analysis is the process to recognize patterns or themes within qualitative data (Maguire &              

Delahunt 2017). Maguire & Delahunt (2017) emphasize that the goal of identifying themes             

within a thematic analysis is approached in order to address an issue. According to Bryman               

and Bell (2011) themes and sub themes are essentially recurring motifs in the text that are                

then applied to the data. The themes are a product of rereading and analysing the text all                 

over again. Lofland et. al (2006) encourage the researcher to not become to delivered to               

theoretical perspective or line of thought in the analysis process. The literature review should              

underline the purpose of the study and moreover prepare foundations for the analysis. In this               

research the process of 3D printing is explored through the systematic literature review as              

well as through undertaking expert interviews. Finally, the results from the systematic            

literature review, were examined from a new perspective. The themes and subthemes that             

emerged from the data analysis reflect upon significant propositions of a textile value chain              

where 3D printing is a part of. For this reason, the ambition of the data analysis is to let the                    

empirical data critically questioning the results of the literature review about 3D printing in              

the textile and sportswear industry.  

 

4.3.1. Coding 

Coding is obtained to find a systematic and meaningful way to organize the empirical data               

(Maguire & Delahunt 2017). The researcher is the operator of coding and can decide himself               

or herself how to arrange the coding. Coding helps to find themes within the empirical data.                

Also Lofland et. al (2006) states that coding is the process of sorting your data into various                 

categories and execute it in a sense of different ideas. Before taking on the analysis of the                 

data, the findings of the empirical data will be presented. The findings will be presented with                

the help of the process of coding. The process of coding for this research was conducted as                 

follows.  

The interviews have been printed out on paper and read through several times. After reading               

them again the researcher searched for similarities between the different interviews.           

Sportswear was highlighted during the coding process. Notes have been taking by hand next              
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to the text. The researcher highlighted important parts and questioned it with open-end             

questions: “What is this?”, “What does this contribute to?”, “Where are similarities?” or “How              

is this connected to sportswear?”. With doing an initial coding, it was possible to sort and                

categorize the information. But this also allowed a second process of coding, a more deeper               

way of understanding the collected data. The second coding can be described as focused              

coding. Focused coding is according to Lofland et. al (2006) less open-ended and more              

directed than line-by-line coding. It builds on initial coding in three ways: after starting well               

with the initial coding it can be accumulated, by using the first initial data collected categories                

to tie them together to more comprehensive topics and by using the collected data to ask                

more questions (Lofland et. al 2006). Further asked questions can be: “What sort of an               

answer to a question about a topic does this item of data suggest?” or “What question about                 

this topic does this item of data suggest?”. The focused coding allowed to further categorize               

the data and get deeper into the topic. Initial codes have been taken into deeper sense and                 

overarching themes for several codes could be found. After elaborating a selected number of              

initial codes, it was then the task to find analytically useful codes for presenting the findings                

in a systematic and useful way. These elaborated codes may begin to assume the status of                

overarching ideas. The finding of overarching ideas and topics also resolved in finding one              

overarching theme “Sustainable and efficient processing through 3D printing in the textile            

and sportswear value chain”. Seven sub themes also emerged from the analysis. The             

overarching topic as mentioned before and the seven sub themes are listed in the table               

below.  

 

Table 3: Themes emerging from the data analysis of the interviews 

Main theme Sustainable and efficient processing through 3D printing in textile and 
sportswear value chain 

Sub theme 1 Textile processing through 3D printing 

Sub theme 2 The design process 

Sub theme 3 The development of the textile and sportswear value chain 

Sub theme 4 Customization 

Sub theme 5 Sustainability 

Sub theme 6 Textile products and applications 

Sub theme 7 Challenges 
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The themes reflect the purpose of the study and have evolved from the collected data. The                

themes might be overlapping in the sense that all of them explore the advantages and               

disadvantages of 3D printing in the textile and sportswear industry as well as the aim of the                 

study is to reflect upon how to reduce waste in the textile value chain with implementing the                 

process of 3D printing. According to Loflands et. al (2006) the researcher is able to,               

whatever the size of the research is, devise hundreds of different codes that organize the               

flow of the data and are related to the framework.  

4.3.2. Research quality 

The study is developed throughout a theoretical structured part and a practical exposed part.              

The systematic literature review builds the theoretical part and therefore the foundation for             

the analysis of the empirical data. The systematic literature review was build throughout the              

analysis of journals and books. In order to contribute to the external validity of the study, the                 

literature of the systematic review has been taken from sources that are up to date and                

peer-reviewed. The method for creating the systematic review has been done with a             

thematic analysis. The thematic analysis serves as a systematic and structured method in             

order to develop internal validity. A systematic literature review was chosen over any other              

style in order to increase the internal validity. Additionally, external validity increases            

throughout the validation of the industry and academia experts. The practical point of view of               

this study needed experts that are acknowledge in the area of 3D printing and are able to                 

contribute to the topic. Both experts from industry and academia were interviewed in order to               

accomplish an experienced point of view from both industry and academia. Since 3D printing              

is still a fairly new and ongoing project in academia, it was necessary to also collect                

empirical data from the academia’s point of view. During the interviews, the expert had the               

chance to open up and contribute with their own opinions on the topic. This lead to the                 

possibility that the interview partners were able to reject and validate on the evidences of the                

empirical data. The interview partners have different professional backgrounds and          

specialization which makes it interesting to compare the interviews. 

 

If the cases are rich in data, the in-depth information from a small sample can be beneficial.                 

A small sample size only seems small in comparison to the sample size needed for               

representativeness when the purpose is generalizing from a sample to the population            

(Patton, 2001). In other words, even a small sample size contributes to rich information and               

data when the collected data is significant for the purpose of the study. Including statements               

and quotes from the interview partners within the findings, it is possible for the reader to                
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have an insight of the empirical data and into the actual data collection. In order to meet the                  

purpose of the study, it is enriching to sort the empirical data and show actual quotes of the                  

interview partners.  

 

According to Ritchie and Lewis (2003) reliability can be described as a sustainable obtained              

research. For this study, reliability is developed throughout undertaking interviews with a            

prepared and according to the purpose of this study developed interview guide. The             

interview guide has been developed to target the purpose of this study and to undertake a                

tour through the whole textile value chain. Furthermore, the focus was on reducing waste              

and therefore aiming for an answer how to implement 3D printing in the textile value chain in                 

order to reduce waste. Furthermore, by letting the interview partners correct and reflect upon              

the interviews (if they wanted to), the participants were able to cover some ground. The               

internal validity was therefore assured.  

4.4. Ethics 

The research was conducted in line with the BSA statement (Statement of Ethical Practice,              

2017). The participation in this study is based on consent on undertaking this research.              

Before participating in this research, all participants from industry and academia were            

informed about the research topic, the purpose, the research questions and they also were              

informed about the interview questions. The first correspondence was via e-mail. It was also              

communicated about the time of the length of the interview and how it is structured. The                

participants also received information about the maintenance of the empirical data and the             

treatment of their personal data. According to the Statement of Ethical Practice (2017), the              

researcher has to make sure that “the physical, social and psychological well-being of             

research participants is not adversely affected by the research”. The personal data of the              

participants will be kept private and anonymous in order to protect the data.  

 

5. Findings  

The following chapter will present the empirical data and the results from the semi-structured              

in-depth interviews. The findings are the results of the thematic analysis and are presented              

with the help of the seven different sub themes. The findings focus on the purpose of the                 

study (exploring the advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing in the textile value chain              

to survey potential solutions to reduce waste within the textile and sportswear value chain).              
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Furthermore, this chapter is created with the purpose to initially answer the two research              

questions argue 1  and 2 . 

5.1. Sub theme 1: Textile processing through 3D printing 

Sub theme 1 mainly describes how every participant of this study works with 3D printing and                

how they imagine textile processing through 3D printing is possible. Since not all participants              

originate from the textile sector, discussing sub theme 1 was interesting and creative. The              

participants explained their experience with textile processing and what they imagine to            

evolve in the future of textile processing with 3D printing. All participants work differently with               

3D printing and textiles. Participant 2 specialized to work with printing on textiles. Participant              

3 specialized in creating the midsole of performance shoes with 3D printing. In the textile               

sector there are all different kinds of techniques how it is able to work with 3D printing. The                  

participants offer just a part of what can be done with 3D printing and textile products.                

Participant 2 discussed how to print on textiles, the importance of haptics and what kind of                

different materials can be used to successfully print on textiles.  

 

[...] We get the ready made filaments and print them on textiles.            
Afterwards we check if this works well and if it’s generally feasible.            
Very important is haptics. The question that comes up is: How good            
adheres the filament that it sticks to the textile and does not come off?              
What is also important: how the filament is designed and on what kind             
of textile it is easy to print. This could be textiles from cotton,             
polyester or aramides.  

 
- Participant 2 

 
 
As participant 2 points out the importance of haptics and that the filament does not come off                 

of the textile, it can said that the technique of 3D print on textiles is still in the stage of                    

research. Haptics is related to the sense of touch. In this sense the surface texture of the                 

textile is important. The projects within this area are growing but are still limited to a certain                 

stage. Generally spoken, 3D printing in the textile and sportswear industry is fairly new but a                

growing field. Participant 3 deals with the production of midsoles with 3D printing. The rest of                

the shoe is made with conventional textile production processes. Since shoes are made of              

more than one different material, several production processes are used in order to create a               

high-quality shoe. Mostly other textile production processes like knitting are more convenient            

in order to process a shoe. Knitting, for example, is a digital process because software               
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programs are used that knit 1:1 the exact product on the knitting machine. The input is the                 

same if 1 or 100 pieces are produced. Participant 3 points out that they only use 3D printing                  

as a manufacturing process where it makes sense to implement the process. Conventional             

textile processes are still relevant for different parts for i.e. performance shoes. 

According to the participants, the quality of the 3D printed product comes down to the               

filament. All participants describe differently how they work with the filament. They either             

produce it on their own or buy it from suppliers. Participant 1 is concerned about the                

fabrication of the filament, since this is the most difficult and important part in order to                

produce a high-quality product. Participant 2 has a similar opinion about the filaments. The              

main problem is the production of the filaments. The more flexible and softer the filaments               

are, the softer gets the print. The transport of the filament during the printing process is                

difficult. But according to participant 2 there is a printer on the market that is able to print                  

melted granules. That means no filament is necessary anymore for the printing process.             

Since the difficulty lies in the fact to produce the ideal filament in order to produce                

high-quality products, an innovation would be to process granules. This has not been             

adopted for textile products and is still in the research stage. 

All participants explain that once you figure out how the process works, 3D printing is an                

easy-to-use process. 3D printing is a process that can optimize products and work positively              

to create performance shoes. Participant 3 works with creating performance shoes and            

explained that 3D printing is a process that can create structures no other industry process               

has done before.  

 

The energy that you put in, would you like to get back to a max of                
100%. Similar to a metal spring. We have optimized the structures of            
the sole of the first third of the shoe that a vertical force can be               
transformed into a horizontal one. With this technique, it is very easy            
to define zones that work with the biomechanics. That was not           
possible without 3D printing because we used solid materials that          
have anisotropic characteristics. 

- Participant 3 
 

Production of sports shoes is always about the performance output in the end. In order to                

maximize the potential of an athlete, it is crucial to develop a shoe that has the                

characteristics of complementing the performance of the athlete. According to participant 3,            

with the technique of 3D printing it is possible to build structures that optimize the               

biomechanics. Conventional processes only offer a certain amount of material freedom and            

therefore design freedom. There are also different processes used in 3D printing. Textile             
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products are created with stereolithography and FDM. Participant 3 works with the following             

processes and materials for their production: CLIP (continuous liquid interface production) or            

DLS (digital light sintesys). It is based on UV-light and a resin - a UV-reactive material. The                 

company defines through the use of energy with UV-light where the material is supposed to               

harden. The precursor is called stereolithography.  
Participant 3 highlights the material that is used in order to print the midsole of the shoe.                 

Additionally, the participant explained the technique in detail and what is special about 3D              

printing for the midsole. The structures of the 3D printed parts are easily to adjust. Therefore                

3D printing is advantageous to use for the customization of products and also for products               

that need special characteristics.  

 

You can see from the outside that there are a lot of different cells              
within the sole. From the outside they all look the same but in detail              
every cell is designed differently. One cell has the size of 5 x 5 mm               
[...]. Depending on how the connections look and the proportions are,           
it is easy to control if the structure is good for example the energy              
recovery or if the structure is stiff in the vertical force. 

- Participant 3 
 
Participant 1, 2 and 3 explained deeply how they work with 3D printing individually and what                

kind of advantages the process entails for the production of textiles and sportswear.             

Participant 4 has a more holistic view on the process. The participant points out the general                

problems with the process. It is still challenging to produce a product with the current speed                

of the process. The product development process takes quite long. The design aspect is              

somehow simple. However, the product development process takes long and it is very             

challenging to produce a garment product using the current speed and size limitations, raw              

material limitations, flexibility and comfort will be affected by the current design.  

 

5.2. Sub theme 2: The design process 

Exploring the process of 3D printing contains the inspection of the design process since this               

is the decisive step of the process. The design process consists of different steps: creating               

the CAD model on the computer and printing the prototype or actual product with the 3D                

printer. The design process for 3D printing is a simple process once it is figured out. One                 

important requirement for a successful printing process is the CAD modeling. Participant 4             

works with 3D printing with the following structure: Idea generation, design using CAD             

software, save stl file, select materials, filaments, adjust the 3D printing parameters based             
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on the properties of the filament and operate the 3D printing machine according to its               

manuals. 
Participant 1 works in a 3D printing company who offers daily printing service. The              

participant states the following. 

 

When you know how it works, it is like pressing the play button. The              
code for the printed item is usually only written once. Unless you            
want to change the print time to make it faster or the stability [to make               
it more stable], then you have to change the code again.  

- Participant 1 
 
Producing a product with the process of 3D printing seems to be quite simple when there are                 

experienced people. The CAD modeling needs a written code. This code has to be read by                

the printer and the printer creates the product. There are several different programs out on               

the market to use for creating a 3D model. But there is no special one used in the textile and                    

sportswear industry. The used programs are usually taken from the construction sector. At             

the university where participant 2 works, they use a program called Autodesk Inventor. The              

program is very complex but you can create geometrical figures. A new program that the               

university uses since last year is called Geometric Freeform. A special digital pen is used               

(haptic input device). With this pen it is able to draw forms and figures in the air. For                  

example, it is possible to create a mask for a face with the imported data points. 
The development of softwares is still ongoing. There are more and more digital innovations              

in this area coming up. The significant step of 3D printing is actually creating the virtual 3D                 

file first. When the 3D file is created, the process is quite simple. Programs as Autodesk                

Inventor and Geometric Freeform are essential in order to work with 3D printing. Additionally,              

the process of developing the right programs for the 3D printing process takes time. Finding               

the right program for the process also requires experience and knowledge. Participant 3             

mentions that there are no software packages for the process of 3D printing. For technology               

production processes as turning or milling, there have been seen things growing over the              

last 20 years. And there is a huge knowledge basis. 3D printing is still very young. One of                  

the biggest obstacles was to create software programs for this process. Participant 3 calls it               

“algorithm driven design”. Comparing the process of 3D printing with machinery processes            

as turning or milling shows how young this process still is. The development of the process                

started in the early 80s but the adoption for the industry just started in the 00s and is still                   

ongoing. Creating the software programs for the process seems one of the biggest             

obstacles.  

Furthermore the 3D printing design process entails some issues as participant 1 points out.  
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Yes, that's just a design question. Too thin-walled for example would           
not work. But when a stool is assembled over a corner, then the whole              
load is on it from the one sitting on it, then always the printed part is                
the weak point. 

- Participant 1 
 
The printed part is the weak point. This issue can be transferred into the design process.                

The design process is important when it comes to quality of the product. With using the right                 

material and modelling the CAD file as required, the desired product can be modified.              

Moreover, an issue is to find experienced people to work with and who are able to adapt to                  

new and changing processes.  

 

In our company everybody can switch from A to B easily. It was             
never an issue for us. But I can imagine that this can be an issue. An                
engineer that has been doing the exact same thing for 30 years, for             
example working only with one of the machining processes, that there           
are difficulties.  

- Participant 3 
 

5.3. Sub theme 3: The development of the textile and sportswear value 
chain 
 
As discussed in the systematic literature review, the development of the textile and             

sportswear value chain is a topic that also originated from the interviews. The different              

interview partners offered information about their projects and how they plan the            

development of the value chain in short or medium term. The communication flow of the               

value chain is important when implementing a young process as 3D printing. The designer is               

the creator and needs to communicate with the rest of the participants of the value chain in                 

order to create a functional product. Participant 1 points out that communication is very              

important between designer and operator because only the designer knows how he/she            

designed his/her item and the designer can inform the operator where possible issues arise.  
The value chain is a flow of communication. Without communication the production of             

products is not possible. As for operating 3D printing processes it is also substantial for               

conventional production processes to create a stable and functioning value chain. The            

foundation lies in the communication of the different parts of the value chain. The              

participants of this study see 3D printing as an additional process to the textile value chain.                
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There is already a value chain existing in the textile industry. 3D printing would be marked as                 

an additional process when implemented in the textile value chain. But participant 2 also              

mentions the following.  

 
When you print on textile then you still have textiles as the material.             
Therefore, the textile value chain would not change probably. Then,          
3D printing would be an additional option. Maybe downstream textile          
functionalization steps might be substituted by 3D printing. How we          
produce at the university, steps within the value chain are still needed.  

- Participant 2 
 
The development of the value chain differs in the way how the products are designed and                

produced. When 3D printing on the textile is desired then the actual textile production is still                

needed. However, nowadays research shows that 3D printing is still an additional process in              

the value chain and conventional (textile) production processes are still needed. The 3D             

printed object is mostly a part of a product and not the entire product itself. Only simple                 

things are printed in a whole with 3D printing. Participant 3 mentions that there will be no                 

changes for them short and medium term. Initially the company had the idea that they have                

a machine in the store and can push a button and the product is ready made for sale all over                    

the world. But the company was brought down to earth fast. There are only a limited number                 

of products in the consumer sector that are printed 1:1 and get sold. These are simple things                 

like vases, an art object or lampshades etc. But as you reach a level of complexity, this is not                   

possible anymore. There are too many conditions that speak up against. This is one of the                

reasons why the company only 3D print the midsole and not the whole shoe. 
The process seems to be still too young in order to produce entire consumer or textile                

products. The complexity of most products restrain designers and engineers to create entire             

products as shoes. The initial idea of on-demand production in store was a desired idea. The                

implementation is as experienced still too complicated. But 3D printing is an instrument for              

the on-demand production in store for some retailers. The research in this area is still               

ongoing. In order to create an efficient value chain structure, the printer has to be located                

correctly. It makes no sense to locate it in Asia because transportation cost would arise and                

waste gas would be produced. 
As Participant 2 mentioned the importance of the location of the printer, participant 4              

explained what kind of different steps would be eliminated when 3D printing is used to               

produce whole garments. The technology is at that point of research still far away from               

producing whole garments but participant 4 discussed possibilities what could happen if the             

process would be implemented.  
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If 3D printing is used in a sense that it is used to produce garment               
products, there is no doubt about the change in the value chain of the              
textile industry. Raw materials converted directly into garments that         
means weaving and somehow spinning, garmenting and finishing        
chains will be eliminated. 

- Participant 4 

5.4. Sub theme 4: Customization  
 
The customization of products through 3D printing is one of the advantages the process              

entails. The interviews with the participants show that a great focus is on this area and the                 

research predicts more customized products in the future of retail. Especially for sportswear,             

customized products are created in order to boost the performance of athletes. Participant 2              

argues that they want to add the textile in a later stage. For example, to add on pants to the                    

fitting structure of knee pad protectors. An important factor there would also be the haptics of                

the product. The participant also mentions that 3D printing is very good for customized and               

complex products. 

 
3D printing has the advantage that it is possible to try out many             
different structures that are not possible with other production         
processes. Especially for design. 3D printed elements with an         
optimized design are extremely light. Within the air force 3D printed           
elements are used because they are lighter than conventional elements. 

- Participant 2  
 
Knee pad protectors are used in sports like skating, cycling, roller skating, cricket, hockey,              

wrestling, handball and basketball. Customization with 3D printing would make it possible to             

optimize the product and therefore create an individual item for the customer. Also complex              

products can be made with 3D printing. It will be possible in the future to create complex                 

structures with 3D printing that are not possible to be created with conventional production              

processes. 3D printed elements have also the advantage that they are light. 

Moreover, the process is through the possibility of creating customized products, a            

sustainable production process. Participant 2 highlights the advantages of 3D printing           

through the use of customization. When the process is used for approximately a month, the               

ratio of waste to total production would be small. When the process is customized and only                

few pieces are produced, 3D printing produces in comparison to conventional technologies            

less waste. The process is additive and not subtractive. Through the customization of             
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products it is possible to maintain sustainability within the production processes. 3D printing             

is a process that is used for the production of prototypes, parts of products and small simple                 

products. For this reason, a less waste production is guaranteed through the production of              

fewer pieces. 

The production of parts of products through 3D printing shows success in the sportswear              

industry. The individualization of the midsole makes it possible to improve performance            

shoes.  

 

3D printing is a process that we use long term for the customization of              
the midsole. It entails the following advantages. A midsole out of           
conventional material like foam [...] (particle foam)... There you can          
see pea-shaped particles that are welded together. The engineering         
term for this is anisotropic. They have everywhere the same          
characteristics. [...] The material is homogeneously. When using 3D         
printing, we have the possibility to use customization. Thus, for the           
shaping of structures.  

- Participant 3 
 
The customization of shoes is already an ongoing topic in the industry. Customers are able               

to create their own shoes on the webpages of different sportswear brands. 3D printing is not                

yet implemented in this procedure. However, 3D printing adds big value to the creation of               

individualized shoes. Athletes can boost their performance with a customized sole. 

 

You can imagine the one extreme, that the customer designs the           
product by him- or herself. The question arises: Is the customer able to             
do that and is he or she wants to do so? The other extreme would be                
that the customer hands over his details to us and we have the task to               
design the ideal product for him/her.  

- Participant 3 

5.5. Sub theme 5: Sustainability 
Since the purpose of this study is to find potential solutions to reduce waste in the textile                 

value chain, the topic about sustainability was discussed during the different interviews. The             

participants focused on their own work and sustainability as well as a holistic view on the                

topic. In general, a no waste production can not be guaranteed with 3D printing but it can                 

have a positive impact on the textile value chain. 

Participant 1 and 2 both work with the material PLA and discussed the characteristics of the                

material. Participant 1 only works with PLA in the projects. For them PLA is the material                
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which is best for 3D printing. Theoretically, the recycling companies would have the             

possibility to recycle PLA correctly. Recycling means to compost. But they do not do it               

because they do not have enough material. The company of participant 1 takes PLA as               

scrap or injection. They are putting it on bobbins and take them back. For this reason, this                 

also is a circulation. The service of the company of Participant 1 is to provide recycling for                 

the used PLA and trying to compost it. This is a first step towards sustainability. Even small                 

steps can make a difference long term. Participant 1 and 2 both discuss the characteristics               

of PLA and if it is a green or sustainable material. In general PLA is made of all kinds of                    

waste and therefore known as a sustainable material. However, participant 1 highlights the             

fact that PLA is often put up as a green material but it is not like that. It is possible to make                      

PLA out of waste. Everything out of whey that contains carbon can be used to make PLA.                 

Just like that, it is already sustainable because PLA is not made of oil. Cornstarch, potato                

starch, dairy waste, molasses and whatever can be used. As Participant 1 mentions, PLA is               

out of biodegradable material and therefore sustainable because it is easy to recycle.             

Different sources from whey can be used to make PLA. But also participant 2 discusses the                

characteristics of PLA and if it is suitable for a sustainable processing. 

  
Yes, PLA is biodegradable. But only under certain environmental         
conditions. In addition, biodegradability is highly dependent on the         
chemical composition and the use of any copolymers or additives such           
as plasticizers or dyes, which are not usually declared in commercially           
available PLA filaments. [...] It’s the talk of biopolymers. From a           
source that is bio, but then it does not mean that it is then              
biodegradable. Although it consists of lactic acid, but you make a           
polymer out of it, but is not necessarily biodegradable. Anyways, it is            
called bio polymer. [...] To make it sustainable, the key is that you can              
really separate it from the textile. 

-  Participant 2 
  

PLA can be used for 3D printing. It is very popular in the processing of 3D printing. Especially                  

with a purpose to process sustainable. But not only the material characteristics used in 3D               

printing make the process more sustainable than others. Participant 2 mentions the fact that              

when something should be made sustainable the 3D printing item should be separable from              

the textile. Textiles that are made out of one material are easier to recycle, the different                

materials do not have to be separated in order to be recycled. 

Participant 3 discussed the process in comparison with other subtractive processes and that             

the process is not as sustainable as communicated. The participant brings on an example              

that describes the phenomena how the 3D printing process only uses the material that it               
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needs. Subtractive processing is the process of reducing material. In comparison with these             

processes, 3D printing is better.  

 

If you imagine now, you have an injection molded part. What you do             
with the injection molding, you have a metal rectangle and there is a             
cavity, a hole in it. Lastly, the negative form of your part that you want               
to produce. Then you inject plastic in this form, which then hardens and             
then what you get out, that's then your net material form. You only             
produce what you use. 3D printing has the disadvantage that you need a             
lot of supporting material or a lot of powder. 

-   Participant 3 
  
3D printing has also disadvantages. The used supporting material or powder can produce a              

lot of waste - especially in the beginning phases of the process. When a 3D printing method                 

is used that works with powder, the waste of material is automatically higher. Usually the left                

powder is waste and can not be reused. In contrast to the comment of participant 3,                

participant 2 mentions some positive facts about 3D printing. It always depends on what              

process 3D printing is being compared. Participant 2 mentions that there is less waste being               

produced than with conventional textile production processes. The participant points out the            

example of injection. 

 

The procedure must first start, of course, there is waste being           
produced. When you only produce 100 items then the percentage of           
waste is quite high. 

- Participant 2 

 

When 3D printing is compared to conventional textile production processes, participant 2            

agrees with the fact that it is more sustainable than these processes. For the testing phase                

material is always being wasted, this is a quite normal procedure. Accordingly, the fewer              

items will be produced, the more waste is made. It always depends on the length of the                 

testing phase and the amount of items that are desired to be produced.  

Participant 3 discusses the disadvantages of plastics for 3D printing. It has to be renewed for                

every 3D print material. When using a powder 3D printing machine (i.e. FDM), half of the                

amount of the powder has to be thrown away. This shows that the amount of waste being                 

produced is quite high. As participant 2 explains, 3D printing produces less waste than              

conventional textile processes, participant 3 compares the processes with machinery          

processing (injection). The 3D printed object would not keep up. 
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Now plastics has the disadvantage that it ages. Aging means that the            
long chains of molecules break with time and become smaller. The           
higher the temperature, the faster it will die. That's why you have to             
renew the material for every 3D print material. Even if you have a             
powder bed and the powder was not used, it was not sintered, but it              
was just eight hours in the machine, you just have to throw away             
about 50% of the powder. It is true, you only use the material that is               
used for the object but you also produce waste. And if you have a              
well-designed injection-molded part, 3D printing can not keep up. 

- Participant 3 
 
Participant 3 mentions that 3D printing has a lot of disadvantages compared to other              

machinery processes. Especially the used material has to be chosen wisely when            

sustainable processing is desired. But for now 3D printing as a process never directly had               

the purpose for sustainable processing. Participant 4 discussed the raw material waste and             

that it will be completely eliminated when implementing 3D printing. Therefore 3D printing             

causes a positive effect on the textile value chain. The utilization of the raw materials in 3D                 

printing is up to 99%. Therefore, the raw material waste will be almost eliminated.  
Participant 5 pictures the advantages of 3D printing. The visualizing of objects before the              

actual production is advantageous for eliminating waste fabric. Creating samples with 3D            

printing can minimize the sample production. 3D in general can help to visualize             

prints/patterns and eliminate wasted fabric. The group of participant 5 has done workshops             

with print designers to visualize prints in 3D and make adjustments before a real physical               

sample is produced. This can avoid waste and many rounds of design changes.  
 

5.6. Sub theme 6: Textile products and applications 
What kind of application levels within textile and sportswear exist, has been discussed in              

every interview. Every participant responded with their knowledge and how they work with             

3D printing. As participant 1 does not work with textile products, the participant was thinking               

of alternatives that could fit textile applications. The participant considered the price of the              

item and that the look of the item might outweigh the price. For the customer would the                 

fashion object be more important than the price when it is 3D printed.  

 
We always have this in daily operation, that customers have a specific            
wish, which can be implemented and we check how expensive that is.            
Then costs such a part equal to 300-400 €. Exactly the same is then              
also in the textile area. So it's more of a fashion thing where the price               
is not that important after all, but whether it looks good. 
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- Participant 1 
 
The price is probably one of the significant obstacles in 3D printing. The item is expensive                

when 3D printed. Participant 3 works with 3D printed midsoles of sports shoes. The              

participant has been working for a longer period in the area of 3D printing and explained that                 

it is still very young and only a few products are made for the daily consumer with 3D                  

printing. There are only a limited number of products in the consumer sector that are printed                

1:1 and get sold. That are simple things like vases, an art object or lampshades etc. That                 

statement shows that 3D printing is still in the developing stage and needs to be further                

developed in order to be practical for mass production and the consumer market. But              

besides that, 3D printing items in textile exists as participant 2 explains. Participant 2 mainly               

works with 3D printing and textile applications. That means that the textile will be 3D printed.                

Research is very successful with this method and will work even more with it in the future.  

 
What you can do easily with 3D printing are textile applications. That            
means textile in combination with the 3D printed object. Direct          
printing on textiles. Starting points were for example textile injection          
molded parts in the automotive sector. A thought from there was that            
the plastic components could directly be applied with 3D printing. 

- Participant 2 
 
Participant 2 also discusses the importance of the filament for 3D printing. The quality of the                

filament decides whether the 3D printed object is soft or hard and if the 3D print stays on the                   

textile. 

 
We get the filaments and then print it on the textile and see if it works                
that way. The feel is important for us. The question then arises: how             
well does the filament adhere, so that it stays on the textile and does              
not fall off? What is also important is how filament is designed and on              
which textiles you can print well. This could be textiles out of cotton,             
polyester or aramides.  

- Participant 2 
 
Different textile materials can be used for 3D printing on textiles. This shows that several               

ways of printing on textiles have already been tested. Participant 2 mentions another             

different kind of textile product that could be made with 3D printing: soundproofing textiles or               

sunblinds. Functional textile products like these are still in the developing phase. Participant             

2 mentions these ideas as ongoing projects. The company’s idea was to print 3D structures               

as a soundproofing and sound absorber function directly on the textile. The next question is               
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whether textiles can still have an additional sound insulation function in addition to the textile               

sound absorber characteristic? That you can achieve certain functions with the 3D printing             

application. 3D printing applications can be used in several different areas within textile, it is               

not only used in fashion. Moreover functional textiles get more attention. When it comes to               

sportswear and textiles, participant 2 and 3 both work with different applications in this area.               

It is still a niche but projects are ongoing. Participant 2 uses 3D printing for adapting different                 

structures for workwear and sportswear. The aim is to produce knee pads or elbow pads.               

This can be used in different sports as skating. It is all about digital data acquisition and                 

tailor-made production with 3D printing. By the acquisition of individual scandals, which can             

be changed quickly, it is very interesting especially for the area of body-supporting clothing.              

The university thought of body-adapted reinforcing structures for workwear and sportswear,           

eg. knee pads or elbow pads. These could then be directly attached to the textile for the                 

specific person by 3D printing.  

As participant 2 works with more than one different textile products and 3D printing in               

research, participant 3 is only working with midsoles and 3D printing. The aim of their work                

with 3D printing is to create a shoe to maximize the performance of athletes. Moreover, the                

3D printed midsole also should be used for usual sports shoes. Long term, the company of                

participant 3 wants to mass customize the 3D printed midsole or rather the whole shoe. 3D                

printing is used as an instrument for mass customization. Using conventional textile            

production processes will still be a topic in the future for the company.  

 

We print the parts where it makes sense. The shank largely consists of             
a flat product. You have a two-dimensional knitted fabric, then you           
cut or stamper the corresponding shapes. The knitted fabric is then           
brought into a three-dimensional form via a step, which is called           
beading. If you separate the textile part from the shoe, then you would             
see that it all consists of 2D parts. Using the 3D print would not make               
sense. There are other processes that are much better suited. 

- Participant 3 
 
Since the midsole has to meet certain characteristics, the company has to use a special               

method in order to create a performance shoe. 3D printing is used as an instrument in order                 

to design a special shoe. The midsole is characterized by certain characteristics.            

Characteristics as damping, energy recovery or whether it is a competition shoe or a shoe               

for everyday use. These characteristics are mainly defined by the midsole. 
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5.7. Sub theme 7: Challenges 
The previous chapters mostly describe advantages or potentials of 3D printing and discuss             

the facts around this process within a working space. This upcoming chapter will deal with               

the challenges of 3D printing. The participants discussed the challenges as well as the              

potential. The results do not only concern textile and sportswear but moreover 3D printed              

items. The participant explain that conditions for several 3D printed items have to be met.               

Especially participant 1 works with customers in the dental field. The company has             

developed an item that it used in the dental field. Several conditions have to be met in order                  

to sell the product.  

 
Then you have to explain to the customer what's in the product, I             
think. And, above all, whether it is also allowed as a textile. Yes, we              
have developed a filament that is for the dental field. You have to             
meet so many different conditions. For example if it is suitable for            
short-term body contact.  

- Participant 1 
 
3D printing is still a not yet a fully explored process but still conditions have to be met. In the                    

future more regulations will be available and companies have to commit to new             

circumstances. At this moment, 3D printing is still a “wild” process. However, the cost for the                

printer are quite expensive. The range of the cost for a printer is huge. Participant 2                

mentions that everything is still at the beginning or preindustrial. The range goes from very               

easy to use up to industrially usable more expensive (8000-10000 €) printers. These are a               

bit more robust. There is already better technology behind it. 

 
The fact that everything is still at the beginning or preindustrial may be a disadvantage, yet t                 

can be seen as a potential for growth and development. 3D printing is very fairly new and                 

has a lot of room for improvement. Development can be set through the education of staff.                

Participant 2 mentions that still educated staff for the design process is missing. The used               

CAD programs come from the construction sector but in the field of 3D printing they are used                 

differently. For this field, staff has not been educated so far.  

 

Exactly, that works with CAD programs. Of course, you also have to            
master this and many companies can not afford that yet. For this extra             
staff must be set. One idea would be to offer a new subject in the field                
so that the right staff can be trained for it. 

- Participant 2 
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A disadvantage is that many companies can not afford the education programs. However, it              

can be seen as a potential for development in this area. Accordingly, participant 3, who               

works at one of the leading sportswear brands, also discussed the topic around costing. 3D               

printing is not yet made for mass production in sportswear and is still in the development                

field. Therefore everything is expensive. Moreover the participant mentions the complexity of            

3D printing. Since 3D printing is a very new field, the complexity in the area entails room for                  

research - especially in the sportswear industry. The technology is also extremely young.             

Participant 3 mentions the fact that they still learn every day and everything that is not                

optimized for mass production is just expensive. So costs are clearly a big disadvantage. But               

also the complexity. It is a completely new field. Such possibilities have not yet existed in the                 

textile and sportswear industry. 

Since costing is one of the disadvantages, participant 4 also explains why costs are higher               

than in conventional processing. Mass production is still not experienced in the field of 3D               

printing. The currently available raw materials bring some difficulty in fitting the current 3D              

printing. Therefore, finding the right material for the 3D printing project is difficult and the               

manufacturing process is too slow and it is very difficult to control 3D printing as it takes so                  

much time and you cannot stop the machine unless it finished the product.  

Due to the slow speed of the manufacturing process, it will be difficult in the future to                 

implement it for mass production. But since the process is mostly used as an additional               

instrument to complement the textile value chain, it might not be such a huge disadvantage.               

Mistakes can only be fixed through printing a whole new item, the machine can not be                

stopped during the process. This has also a disadvantage due to the fact that it processes                

even more waste when more testing items are required. 

Participant 5 also mentions the amount of work that have to put in, in order to create                 

something with 3D design or printing. 3D printing can help get to a final design faster. Some                 

of the challenges are the amount of work it takes to get a model that will print correctly                  

(sometimes up to one week or more) and the time & expense of the printing. 

6. Analysis 

The previous chapter presented the findings and therefore the results of the expert             

interviews. Every participant contributed to the topic with their knowledge about 3D printing.  

In the following chapter, the analysis, the collected empirical data from the expert interviews              

will be compared to the content of the systematic literature review of this study. The chapter                

will be lead by argue 1 “What are the advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing for the                 
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textile and sportswear value chain?” and argue 2 “How can the process of 3D printing be                

implemented in the textile and sportswear value chain in order to reduce waste in forms of                

unnecessary overproduction of samples, left overs from fabric cutting and waste produced            

by unsold items?”. The analysis is divided into two subchapters. The first subchapter will              

present an analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing for the textile and               

sportswear value chain. The second subchapter will present the analysis of how to reduce              

waste through implementing 3D printing in the textile and sportswear value chain.  

6.1. Advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing for the textile and 

sportswear value chain 

 

3D printing as a process has advantages and disadvantages for the textile and sportswear              

value chain. In the systematic literature review several positive effects and challenges on the              

different stages of the value chain has been presented. Those will be reviewed in order to                

analyze the empirical data. Referring to argue 1, in the following table the advantages and               

disadvantages of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear value chain are presented. The              

advantages and disadvantages are referred back to the effects and challenges from the             

systematic literature review.  

 

Table 4: Advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear value              

chain (extended) 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Effects on design and product development: 

- design freedom 

- Customization 

 

Effects on sourcing and manufacturing: 

- decrease of trade of manufactured     

and intermediate goods 

- complexity 

- easy relocating of the printer 

- shift of production to the country of       

origin or sale 

 

Challenges for design and product     

development: 

- the need of guides and education      

programmes for the 3D CAD     

modeling 

- the need for educated staff 

- the need for special software     

programmes 

 

Challenges for sourcing and manufacturing: 

- complexity 

- slow production speed 
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Effects on retail, distribution and consumer: 

- customer integration 

 

Effects on sustainability: 

- use of biodegradable materials as     

PLA 

- costs 

- quality 

- production of filaments 

 

 

The detailed argumentation for the advantages and challenges of 3D printing for the textile 

and sportswear value chain are explained in the next two subchapters.  

 

6.1.2. Advantages of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear value chain 

Effects on product development: 

The literature review showed different effects on design and product development when            

implementing 3D printing. Through 3D printing there is an increase of service trades and a               

decrease of trade of manufactured goods (Kommers 2016). It shows that once the process              

of 3D printing is figured out, it is like pressing the play button. The process offers the                 

opportunity for an increase in service trades due to its way of usage. The trade of                

manufactured goods will decrease because there is mainly the print material used.            

Moreover, the process about 3D printing is described as unlimited design, infinite shape of              

materials and the precision of physical replication (Lipson & Kurman 2013). All participants             

agree with the design freedom. Especially participant 3 mentions that their company can             

define zones in the midsole that work with the biomechanics. The zones can be              

individualized through the adaption of the connections and proportions and thus the structure             

of the midsole can be controlled. 3D printing has a positive impact through its design               

freedom on very specialized products as performance shoes. This is also good for the              

customization of products. The innovative supply chain structure when implementing 3D           

printing offers on-demand production (Schoffer 2016, Sun & Zhao 2017). Additionally, the            

designer and consumer are closely connected (Barnatt 2013, Vanderploeg et. al 2016).            

Through on-demand production customization can be realized. Customization counteracts to          

mass production due to the fact that individualize products are created. According to the              

participants, 3D printing is exactly right for customization and complexity. The process has             

the advantage that it can build structures that are not possible with other production              

processes. Participant 2 mentioned an example: to add on pants to the fitting structure of               
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knee pad protectors. Knee pad protectors are used in sports like skating, cycling, roller              

skating, cricket, hockey, wrestling, handball and basketball.  

 
Effects on sourcing and manufacturing: 

Especially for small batches and limited series production 3D printing is suitable (3Dnatives             

2019). All participants mentioned that producing with a limited number of products is             

efficient. The advantage with a small batch production is that products can be made              

customizable. Due to the easy localization of the 3D printer, it is possible to shift the                

production to the desired country or the country of origin. Thus 3D printing encourages              

reshoring of manufacturing (Schwab 2017). 3D printing offers the advantage of printing the             

whole product, for this reason no need of intermediate goods is necessary. Another positive              

effect of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear value chain is the decrease of complexity                

of supply chain networks (Sun & Zhao 2018). The participants of the interviews argue that               

there is probably no huge shift of the value chain when 3D printing is implemented. This is                 

because it is more used as an additional instrument for production and does not take over                

the whole production process. That is the case when companies want to print on textile or                

only print one part of a product. 

Effects on retail, distribution and consumer: 

According to 3Dnatives (2019) 3D printing is used for prototyping in order to show the               

customer the prototype before they spend money on the shoe. 3D printing is mostly used for                

prototyping. The participants work with 3D printing and actual products. Prototypes are            

produced in order to generate a smooth production batch and to secure the quality of the                

product. The technology also has the potential to reshape the global fashion supply chain by               

changing the geographic span and density (Sun & Zhao 2018). When it comes to retail and                

distribution, the technology of 3D printing has the advantage to be set up everywhere              

because only the printer is needed. This means a change for the geographic span and               

density in the production part of the value chain. According to Ford & Despeisse (2016)               

consumers become prosumers because they are a part of the manufacturing and design             

process. The results of the interviews show that it have not been discussed how the               

consumer changes in this process. But participant 3 mentioned that this topic is part of a                

future process. The participant asked the rhetorical questions: “Does the customer want to             

be part of the design process?” And “Is he able to design his/her own products?”. This                
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shows that the customer integration in the design process is an ongoing and future project               

for many companies.  

Effects on sustainability: 

In order to generate sustainable processing, 3D printing as a process has some positive              

effects for the textile and sportswear value chain. According to the results of the interviews,               

the 3D printer only uses the material the printed object requires. Moreover, in theory 3D               

printed clothing ready to wear and therefore no waste is being produced (Dagirmanjian, Sun              

& Zhao 2017). This is a positive effect. But the testing phase in order to produce the 3D                  

printed product takes a lot of material and energy waste. In general 3D printing helps to                

decrease the need for materials, transport, packaging, fuel, natural resources and time. But             

only when it is beyond the testing phase. When the process is customized and only few                

pieces are produced, 3D printing produces in comparison to conventional technologies less            

waste. But this is not generalizable due to the fact that it depends on the process that 3D                  

printing is compared with. To make it sustainable, the key is that you can really separate it                 

from the textile. Especially participant 2 mentioned the fact that creating a sustainable             

product, it has to be a monomaterial or be separable from the textile. Recycling of textiles                

and 3D printed products is easier when it consists of only one material.  

Due to less need of transportation the carbon footprint is being reduced and an immense               

percentage of potential inputs such as energy is saved (Lipson & Kurman 2013). 3D printing               

is due to the variety of locating the printer very easy to relocate and it is also easy to produce                    

close to the point of sale and customer. 

According to Dagirmanjian (no date) the material PLA is used for the printer. Therefore the               

print is more sustainable because this material is sourced from corn and reusable resources.              

PLA is mostly used for 3D printing. This is also the result from the interviews. The company                 

of participant 1 uses PLA as scrap or injection and takes it back from the customer. A                 

circular economy will be encouraged. Everything out of whey that contains carbon can be              

used to make PLA. 
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6.1.2. Disadvantages of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear value chain 

Challenges for design and product development: 

 

There are several challenges in design and product development that 3D printing entails. In              

the literature review was shown that there is a need for guides and education programmes               

on design for 3D printing. Also participant 2 mentioned that still educated staff for the design                

process is missing. One idea would be to offer a new subject in the field so that the right staff                    

can be trained for it. In connection with that there is a lack of appropriate skills of 3D                  

designers for fashion products (Schwab 2017). Most designers in fashion have never been             

working with 3D modeling software and the conventional training mostly does not include the              

learning of 3D software (Sun & Zhao 2017). The interviews show that programs as Autodesk               

Inventor and Geometric Freeform are essential in order to work with 3D printing. But there               

are no special software packages for 3D printing on the market yet. The so-called algorithm               

design software still needs to be developed. Future talents are needed who are familiar with               

the systems around 3D CAD modeling, rendering, simulation programs, such as rhinoceros            

and 3D studio max (Vanderploeg 2016). Additionally to the programs Autodesk Inventor and             

Geometric Freeform, the current 3D CAD modeling systems are solidworks, 3D studio max,             

google sketchup and rhino and are based on x-y-z coordinate system and were             

fundamentally not developed to serve fashion designers (Sun & Zhao 2017). 3D printing is              

not yet fully explored and there is still room for improvement and development. Especially in               

the following areas: material knowledge adoption, post-finishing processes, material         

maintenance methods. Moreover the process hides a challenge when it comes to being a              

part of a product. Participant 1 argues that mostly the 3D printed part is the weak point. But                  

with using the right material and modelling the CAD file as required, the desired product               

could be modified. Additionally, 3D printing is still very complicated and complex. As a level               

of complexity is reached, it is hard to create the desired product. 

Challenges for sourcing and manufacturing: 

3D printing is known to have a slow production speed. The technology is not yet developed                

to serve mass production. As previously mentioned, once the code is written or the designer               

figured out how to print the desired object, the process is simple. However, the actual               

development process takes a lot of time and therefore costs. It is very challenging to               

produce a product using the current speed and size limitations, raw material limitations and              

flexibility. Another challenge of 3D printing is the speed of the actual printing process. It also                

holds a difficulty in stopping the machine once it started. The designer must exactly now               
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what to produce otherwise it needs to print to the finish. Then it could just be a complete                  

waste. When such a situation comes up, 3D printing is not a no waste production anymore.                

Moreover, the designer and operator need to have the specific knowledge. There are still              

higher costs than traditional manufacturing, especially for the material. Everything that is not             

optimized for mass production is just expensive. Cost is one of the greatest disadvantages of               

the process.  

Also the quality is a challenge, especially that the layers on a printed object are mostly                

always visible. It will be difficult to reduce the visible lines of a 3D printed product. But it can                   

be an aesthetic problem for customers. A further challenge is the production of the filaments.               

Some companies make the filaments on their own, others buy them from suppliers. Usually              

the filaments are not the optimal material for every product. There is a printer on the market                 

that is able to print melted granules. That would change the composition for the printed               

products and change the quality. Since the difficulty lies in the fact to produce the ideal                

filament in order to produce high-quality products, an innovation would be to process             

granules. Another disadvantage entails the 3D printing method with powder. Usually 50% of             

the powder that has been used for the printing process has to be thrown away. This does not                  

encourage 3D printing as a sustainable process.  

6.2. Reducing waste in the textile and sportswear value chain through 

implementing 3D printing 

In this research waste is defined through the following aspects: unnecessary overproduction            

of samples, left overs from fabric cutting and waste produced by unsold items (Cooper              

2018). In the following table it will be presented what kind of different solutions 3D printing                

offers in order to reduce waste in the textile and sportswear value chain. This chapter refers                

to argue 2. 
 

Table 5: Potential solutions how to reduce waste through 3D printing 

Unnecessary 
overproduction of 
samples 

Left over from fabric 
cutting 

Waste produced by 
unsold items 

Through implementing 3D   
printing it is possible to     
create samples virtually and    
print prototypes. Sample   
production is therefore not    
necessary anymore.  

3D printing as a production     
process produces different   
kinds of waste: leftover    
powder and filament waste.    
However, not necessarily   
left overs from fabric cutting.  

3D printing mostly requires    
customization of products.   
Therefore waste can be    
reduced throughout the   
making of individualized   
products which are definitely    
used.  
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In general, a no waste production can not be guaranteed with 3D printing but it can have a                  

positive impact on the textile and sportswear value chain. As Gebhardt et. al (2016) states               

the application level of 3D printing is simple: concept modeling, function at prototyping, direct              

manufacturing. Also according to Gebhardt et. al (2016) the usual textile value follows the              

following steps: Conception, idea, planning; development/preparation; development of        

means of production; manufacturing of means of production; manufacturing/production.         

According to Purpose Nike (2019) the value chain of sportswear brands follows the following              

steps: 1. Design in Headquarters; 2. Raw material production; 3. Material Manufacturing; 4.             

Material Finishing; 5. Finished Goods Manufacturing; 6. Logistics; 7. Retail; 8. Consumer            

Use; 9. End of Life. Compared to the application level when only using 3D printing, the textile                 

and sportswear value chain are extensive. Several steps when producing with 3D printing             

fall away. According to Cooper (2019) wastes occur through unnecessary overproduction of            

samples, through cutting fabrics and by unsold items. Especially the steps around sample             

production, raw material production, finishing and logistics. Right during the production of            

samples, waste is produced. Usually samples are not produced for a long-term use. 3D              

printing counteracts the production of cutting fabrics and unsold items. When using 3D             

printing most of the time the goods are customized and the customer is willing to buy it.  

But as the results of the interviews show, 3D printing is mostly used as an additional                

instrument to complement the textile and sportswear value chain. Participant 2 of the             

interviews uses 3D printed textile applications whereas participant 3 works with 3D printed             

midsoles. Only parts of products are 3D printed, usually not the whole product, especially              

within textile and sportswear. Therefore the waste production is limited to the production of              

parts of products. As already mentioned above, a no waste production through 3D printing              

can not be guaranteed but 3D printing as a process can help to reduce it. With the                 

production of only parts of products, unnecessary samples can be reduced. On the other              

hand, waste is probably being produced during the testing phases. During this phase 3D              

printing is no sustainable process but this phase is necessary in order to successfully print               

high-quality products. Participant 3 mentioned that 50% of the powder is thrown away when              

using a powder-based 3D printing technique. That shows that 3D printing as a production              

process produces waste in different ways and can not be set free from unnecessary waste               

production.  

In order to create an efficient value chain structure, the printer has to be located correctly. It                 

makes no sense to locate it in Asia because transportation cost would arise and waste gas                

would be produced. The location of the printer for companies is crucial when sehr values are                
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efficient and sustainable processing. 3D printing is only a potential solution for a no waste               

production if the external circumstances also fit the companies values.  

 

7. Discussion 

In the following chapter it will be discussed what kind of strengths and weaknesses this               

research entails. In the first part it will be pictured what kind of weaknesses the methodology                

has. In the second part of the discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing                

for the textile and sportswear value chain will be discussed as well as the potential solutions                

to reduce waste in the textile and sportswear value chain.  

 

The methodology has some weak points: the translation of the interviews, the case study              

methodology, the problem with coding and the small sample size. All of the interviews,              

except of two, were translated from German to English. According to Bryman and Bell (2011)               

translating interviews data can lead to three types of problems: linguistic, sociocultural and             

methodological. Linguistic problems include the translation of some words that are not used             

in English and the grammatical structure that has to be verified. Since the topic about 3D                

printing is international and the participants work in international environments, anglicism           

were used during the interviews. Therefore it was easier to translate the interviews.             

However, there are some rare parts in the interviews that were harder to translate but not                

because of linguistic problems, more because of the style of talking of the participants.              

Sociocultural problems are related to the social working environments the participants           

perform in. All of them have different backgrounds and speak the German language. All of               

them used proverbs or idioms to express their knowledge. In order to translate proverbs, the               

extract of the interview was captured by its sense or meaning and translated from their into                

English. A third problem is the methodological issue. Translating is a very subjective             

process. Therefore the translator imposes his or her authority on the foreign culture. To              

conclude this issue about translating interviews, it can be underlined that the sense of              

meaning has been captured in order to use the collected empirical data for the analysis.  

The case study methodology also has some weaknesses: no experimental control and the             

internal validity of inferences remains weak (Bhattacherjee 2012). The case study is a very              

free process of collecting empirical data. Case studies are not limited in the variety of               

choosing what kind of workspace or organization is going to be inspected. There is no               

quantitative data used and mostly everything relies on qualitative data. The collection and             

analysis of data does not rely on calculations. For this reason there is no experimental               
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control given. Moreover the internal validity of inferences remains weak. There is no special              

recipe for how a case study should be done. Even though the internal validity was assured                

through the process of letting the participants review the transcribed interviews, the internal             

validity of inferences remains weak. However, the internal validity of inferences can be             

optimized through the choice of different workplaces and organizations. The participants           

work in different facilities. That contributes to the variety of answers and therefore to the               

internal validity of inferences.  

According to Bryman and Bell (2011) the problem with coding is that it is easy to lose the                  

context of what is said. Moreover the narrative flow of what people say is lost. For                

representing the findings and for the analysis, coding was used for this research. Coding              

helps to organize the data and to find overlapping themes in the context of the interviews.                

However, it is a method to generalize parts of what is said during the interviews in order to                  

compare the interviews. During this process, the narrative flow of people and the context can               

get lost. But within the findings of this research many quotes are written and the narrative                

flow and context of the participants of the interviews could be taken up.  

 

According to Bryman and Bell (2011) the size of sampling varies from situation to situation.               

As it concludes from this research, the sample size is quite small. This entails a risk with                 

generalization and therefore the external validity could remain weak. When searching for the             

participants of the interview, a knowledge in 3D printing was implied. Preferably participants             

were searched with knowledge in 3D printing and textile and sportswear. This combination             

was not easy to find. Only two of the participants works in sportswear, two work in the textile                  

sector and one is generally working with 3D printing. In the end this makes the               

generalization of the topic difficult. However, a small sample size allows to go deeply in the                

information what the single participant was telling. 

Several potential interview partners have been contacted via email and LinkedIn. 80% of the              

potential candidates for the interviews did not email back, emailed back but ignored the              

second correspondance or charged hundreds of dollars for an interview. However, the            

participants who engaged in the interviews were not chosen on a random basis but they               

work in different areas where 3D printing is used. That means not only in textile and                

sportswear. One of the participants works in a 3D laboratory that have customers for              

example from the medical sector. Due to the small number of interviews, not all the effects                

and challenges that were discussed in the systematic literature review could be covered in              

the analysis. The challenge for retail, distribution and consumer could not be covered by the               

information received from the interviews and it was not possible to analyse the topics.              

However, all the effects on design and product development, sourcing and manufacturing,            
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retail, distribution and consumer and sustainability could be analyzed with the empirical data.             

As well as the challenges for design and product development and sourcing and             

manufacturing could be analyzed.  

 

The process of 3D printing is still a very new topic for the fashion, textiles and sportswear                 

industry. Not many products are on the market which are completely 3D printed. Mostly parts               

of products are 3D printed. The processing of 3D printing is not easy to figure out and it is                   

difficult to manage it in the beginning but once the operator handles it, it is an easy, ready to                   

print process. In the following table the advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing for the               

textile and sportswear industry are summarized.  

 

Table 6: Advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear industry 

Advantages Disadvantages 

- design freedom 

- customization 

- decrease of trade of manufactured     

and intermediate goods 

- complexity 

- easy relocating of the printer 

- shift of production to the country of       

origin or sale 

- customer integration 

- use of biodegradable materials as     

PLA 

- the need of guides and education      

programmes for the 3D CAD     

modeling 

- the need for educated staff 

- the need for special software     

programmes 

- complexity 

- slow production speed 

- costs 

- quality 

- production of filaments 

 

As the listing shows, there are as much advantages as disadvantages. The design freedom              

is especially advantageous in the sportswear sector since performance products have some            

kind of complexity in itself. Complexity is mentioned both as an advantage and as a               

disadvantage. The complexity of 3D printing allows designers to create structures that are             

can not be produced with other production processes. On the other hand the complexity              

limits the design space due to the fact that it gets to easy too complicated to create the                  

desired product. Customizing products is one of the big advantages of the process.             

Especially in sportswear customizing products becomes a centre of attraction. Customized           

performance shoes, for example, can boost the athletes performance. Through the decrease            

of manufactured and intermediate goods, it is possible to reduce generally the transportation             
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and shipping of material. The carbon footprint can therefore be reduced and costs can be               

saved. The easy relocating of the printer allows companies to shift their production to the               

country of origin or country of sale. The advantage of printing closer to the consumer is that                 

the consumer could be part of the design and manufacturing process. The customer             

integration is still an ongoing project, especially for the organizations where the participants             

of the interviews work in. 3D printing allows due to its easy way of producing any kind of                  

object, an integration of the customer in the process. However, due to the fact that 3D                

printing is mostly used as an additional process, it is even harder to integrate the customer in                 

the design and manufacturing process. 3D printing allows to use biodegradable materials as             

PLA. Biodegradable materials help to decrease waste in the value chain and are good for               

sustainable processing. Therefore 3D printing encourages sustainability for the textile value           

chain.  

There is a need for guides and education programmes for the 3D CAD modeling. There are                

no special programmes developed for the 3D modeling for sportswear and textiles.            

Companies mostly use programmes from the construction sector. Moreover, the educated           

staff is missing. In the future universities should offer study programmes in the area of 3D                

modeling and 3D printing in order to prepare relevant people for the work with 3D. The slow                 

production speed is a big disadvantage of the process. 3D printing is not yet developed for                

mass production and only efficiently useful for small batches. However, since only parts of              

products in the textile and sportswear sector are 3D printed, this can still be seen as a                 

potential for future research. The process is still very costly. Usually it depends on the               

product that will be printed and the filament or print material that is used for the processing.                 

But generally spoken the process is still more costly than other conventional (textile)             

production processes. The quality is controversial. Since the layers are still visible when             

printing an object, customers can see this as an aesthetic problem but this is a very                

subjective statement. The production of filaments is still something that companies           

outsource. They buy the filament and let it ship to the production location. Several value               

chain steps are still given. The process of 3D printing has both advantages and              

disadvantages for the textile and sportswear value chain. 

Reducing waste in the textile and sportswear value chain through 3D printing is possible but               

waste is not inevitable. Waste is defined as unnecessary overproduction of samples, left             

overs from fabric cutting and waste produced by unsold items (Cooper 2018). The listing of               

advantages show that there is a decrease of intermediate and manufactured goods. This is a               

positive effect for counteracting the overproduction of samples. Less goods are needed            

when producing with 3D printing and waste can be reduced. Also the use of biodegradable               

materials as PLA works positively for sustainable processing with 3D printing. The previous             
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mentioned effects are solutions in order to reduce waste in the textile and sportswear value               

chain.  

 

8. Conclusion 

The qualitative study explores the process of 3D printing in the textile and sportswear              

industry whereas the focus is on the advantages and disadvantages for the textile and              

sportswear value chain, to survey where are potential solutions to reduce waste. The             

research questions composed for this study were argue 1 “What are the advantages and              

disadvantages of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear value chain?” and argue 2 “How               

can the process of 3D printing be implemented in the textile and sportswear value chain in                

order to reduce waste in forms of unnecessary overproduction of samples, left overs from              

fabric cutting and waste produced by unsold items?”. The study compares the state of the art                

of 3D printing through a systematic literature review to the empirical data obtained through a               

sample of five cases of industry and academia experts. The case study research was              

chosen for the study as it has the unique meaning of developing conclusions through              

in-depth insights of empirical phenomena. The research started with a systematic literature            

review about 3D printing in the textile and sportswear industry. The systematic literature             

review simultaneously presents the state of the art of 3D printing. The systematic literature              

review consists of the following topics: the development of the value chain, 3D printing within               

the textile and sportswear value chain, advantages and challenges of 3D printing for the              

textile value chain and applications of 3D printing in the textile and sportswear industry. The               

topics represent the state of the art of 3D printing and are crucial for the analysis of the                  

study. The empirical data was derived by expert interviews with experts from academia and              

industry. The empirical data was thematically analyzed with the result of one overarching             

main theme and seven sub themes that contribute to the purpose of this study. The               

overarching main theme is “Sustainable and efficient processing through 3D printing in the             

textile and sportswear value chain ”, as it outlines the potential of 3D printing for the textile                

and sportswear value chain. The interviews showed that 3D printing has many advantages             

in order to process sustainably and efficiently. On the other hand the empirical data also               

revealed challenges of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear value chain. The seven sub               

themes that emerged from the interviews are labeled “Textile processing through 3D            

printing ”, “The design process”, “The development of the value chain”, “Customization ”,           

“Sustainability”, “Textile products and applications” and “Challenges”. The theme “Textile          

processing through 3D printing” includes how the different participants of the interview work             
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with 3D printing and as far as they do it how to work with 3D printing and textiles. This theme                    

was initially important in order to understand the techniques how to actually work with 3D               

printing and what kind of different methods there are to work with 3D printing and textiles.                

The theme “The design process” deals with the 3D CAD modeling and the different              

softwares that exist for 3D printing. The theme “The development of the value chain ” shows               

how 3D printing can be implemented in the textile value chain and what kind of advantages it                 

entails. The theme “Customization” concentrates on the area how practical it is to design              

customizable products with 3D printing. Especially in the sportswear sector this is relevant.             

The theme “Sustainability” includes how the participants view the topic around sustainable            

processing and 3D printing and what kind of benefits 3D printing offers. The theme “Textile               

products and applications” covers which products the participants mostly work with and what             

is able to create in the future. The theme “Challenges” includes everything that is not               

beneficial for 3D printing. The first six themes mostly include advantages of 3D printing,              

therefore an additional seventh theme has been created.  

In the analysis the themes were compared to the state of the art in order to answer the                  

research questions of this study. The structure was created in order to follow the research               

questions. The advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing were analyzed according to the             

structure of the systematic literature review. The structure for the analysis has been taken              

from the systematic literature review. Therefore the effects on design and product            

development, sourcing and manufacturing, retail, distribution and consumer and         

sustainability constitute the frame for the advantages of 3D printing for the textile and              

sportswear value chain. All effects are parts of the value chain structure. Also the challenges               

for design and product development and sourcing and manufacturing were analyzed. The            

challenge for retail, distribution and consumer could not be analyzed because the            

information from the interviews were not sufficient. The results from the analysis shows the              

following advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing for the textile and sportswear value             

chain. The advantages are design freedom, customization, decrease of trade of           

manufactured and intermediate goods, complexity, easy relocating of the printer, shift of            

production to country of origin or sale, customer integration and the use of biodegradable              

materials as PLA. The disadvantages are the need of guides and education programmes for              

the 3D CAD modeling, the need for educated staff, the need for special software              

programmes, complexity, slow production speed, costs, quality and production of filaments. 

Reducing waste in the textile and sportswear value chain by implementing 3D printing is              

possible. However, a no waste production is not possible. Waste is defined as unnecessary              

overproduction of samples, left overs from fabric cutting and waste produced by unsold             

items (Cooper 2018). When only using 3D printing, the application level is quite short:              
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concept modeling, function at prototyping, direct manufacturing. This cannot be applied to            

when 3D printing is added as an additional process in the textile and sportswear value chain.                

The textile and sportswear value chain include steps as raw material production, material             

manufacturing, material finishing and finished goods manufacturing. These steps are still           

necessary for textile production since only parts of products are 3D printed. In sportswear              

performance shoes only the midsole is 3D printed, therefore other (textile) production            

processes are still needed. For this reason cutting waste is inevitable. However, 3D printing              

as a process when implemented in the textile and sportswear value chain can be beneficial               

in order to reduce waste.  

 

8.1. Suggestion for further research 

The in-depth interviews conducted with the five industry and academia experts provided the             

study with deep and rich data for the analysis. However, suggestions for future studies could               

be to include an even bigger sample. Some of the challenges of 3D printing for the textile                 

and sportswear value theoretically discussed in the literature review could not be analyzed             

because the data of the small sample was not sufficient. A bigger sample is always               

enriching. Moreover, further research can be conducted through the study of different            

sustainable materials except from PLA. The participants of this study referred to PLA as a               

biodegradable material. But what kind of other different materials are there in order to              

generate a sustainable and efficient processing with 3D printing? Furthermore, a suggestion            

for further research are the study of software programmes for 3D printing and textile              

manufacturing. The state of research shows that mostly 3D CAD modeling programmes from             

the construction sector are used. In addition, a further topic to research on could be how the                 

customer integration evolves when implementing 3D printing in the textile and sportswear            

value chain. Especially participant 3 who works at a leading sportswear brands mentioned             

that customer integration is an ongoing project and needs further research. There is an              

alternative instead of using filaments as the sourcing material: granules. The research of this              

material would offer insights if this alternative is more sustainable and efficient as using              

filaments for the 3D printing process. 
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW GUIDE 

English 
 

1. How do you work with 3D printing? 
2. What textile/sports products are made with 3D printing? 
3. How is 3D printing changing the textile value chain?/What advantages brings 3D 

printing for the following aspects?/What kind of challenges entails 3D printing for the 
following aspects? 

a. Design and product development 
b. Sourcing and manufacturing 
c. Retail, distribution and consumer 
d. Sustainability 

4. How do you think the flow of information could change, if 3D printing is integrated in 
the design and manufacturing process of the textile value chain (between suppliers, 
designers, retailers and customers)? 

5. Do you think the implementation of 3D printing in the value chain would have an 
impact on the intermediaries or middlemen of the textile value chain? 

6. How does the process of 3D printing helps to reduce waste in the textile value chain? 
7. How can the process of 3D printing be implemented in the textile value chain in order 

to generate sustainability? 
 
German 
 

1. Wie arbeiten Sie mit 3D Druck? 
2. Welche textilen Produkte oder Sportprodukte werden mit 3D Druck hergestellt? 
3. Wie verändert der Prozess um 3D Druck die textile Herstellungskette?/Welche 

Vorteile bringt der Prozess mit sich?/Welche Nachteile gibt es eventuell auch? 
a. Design und Produktentwicklung 
b. Beschaffung und Produktion 
c. Verkauf, Verteilung und Konsumenten 
d. Nachhaltigkeit 

4. Wie denken Sie könnte sich der Informationsfluss ändern, wenn der Prozess 3D 
Druck mit in den Design und Produktionsprozess der textilen Herstellungskette 
integriert würde? (zwischen Produzenten, Designern, Verkäufern und Kunden) 

5. Denken Sie die Implementierung von 3D Druck in die Herstellungskette würde eine 
Auswirkung auf die Vermittler/Mittelpersonen der textilen Herstellungskette haben? 

6. Wie denken Sie hilft der Prozess 3D Druck den Abfall in der textilen 
Herstellungskette zu reduzieren? 

7. Wie kann der Prozess 3D Druck in die textile Herstellungskette integriert werden, um 
eine Nachhaltigkeit zu erzeugen? 
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